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VOLUME 20

ALHUQUEUQUE, NEW MEXICO.. SATURDAY EVENING. MAliUI 3,

IN THE ARMY
AND THE NAVY

Two Vacancies are Likely Soon
to Occur in the Navy
DEAD IS PUT AT 100 AND LOSS AT
Department
FILLED BY REAR ADMIRALS

St. Paul, Minn.,
:areh 3. General
Frank U. Baldwin today succeeded
Gen. C. C. C. Carr In the command of
the department of Dakota. There was
no particular formality or ceremony
connected with the transfer or the
command and the business of the
headquarters continued In the custom
ary manner. General Baldwin, the
new commander, .has an excellent
as a soldier. He was born In
Michigan and was only 19 years old
wnen ne enlisted in a Michigan volunteer regiment In 1861. By his ability as a commander and his liravery
on the battlefield he rose rapluiy ana
was a lieutenant colonel at the close
f the war. For his gallantry and
liravery he was awarded a medal of
honor by congress. At the close of
i !ie
war General Baldwin, upon the
reorganization of the army Berved
several years. Then he was trans
ferred to the famous Fifth Infantry,
liien commanded by Col. Nelson A.
Miles. It was but a short time before
Colonel Miles saw in Lieut. Baldwin
all of the qualifications which go to
make up an excellent soldier and he
made the young lieutenant a member
of his personal staff. For thirty years
Baldwin served with this famous reg
iment cd the frontier, the greater por
tion of that time In action against
hostile Indians from Texas to Montana and back again.
In one of these engagements he was
in command of a detachment from
his and two other regiments whien
successfully attacked Sitting "Bull's
camp on Red Water river, Montana,
in December, 1876, routing the Indians.
Once more, later en. onWoIf mountain, Mont., he fought against .Sitting
Bull and drove him and his warriors
to Canada. For this deed he was
again awarded another medal of honor
by congress. He Is today the only
officer In active service holding two
medals of honr bestowed by congress.
General Baldwin Is married and has'
one daughter, the wife of Lieut. Williams Foote or the Philippine constabulary. Like the few remaining
veterans of the civil war he has but
a short time to serve before his retirement, which will take place on
June 24 next. His official family consists of Lieuts. Hugh A. Drum and
Edward S. Sayer.
Gen. Camillo Cassatl Cadmas Carr
was liorn In Vlrgina, but when
the war broke cut, he sided with the
union and entered the union army as
private in the First cavalry on August
15, 1862.
He advanced rapidly and
became second lieutenant in October.
1863. first lieutenant
In September,
1861.
After the war he remained In
the army and distinguished himself
on several occasionsduring the various Indian campaigns.
He became
major in August, isr7, and lieutenant-colone- l
on October 16, 1898, colonel of
the Fourth cavalry en January 23,
1900, and was made brigadier general
August 17, 190J.
rec-'or-

MATTERS OF TALK

d

IN

NAVY DEPARTMENT.
Washington. D.
March 3. Two
billets in the navy department will be
vacated shortly. One Is the place of
paymaster general, now filled by Hear
Admiral H. T. B. Harris, retired, who
is expected to ask to be relieved from

C

Meridian, Miss., March 3. A tornado, in the wake of which followed
death, fire and property loss estimated at $2.(l0l.00O, descended shortly after 6 o'clock last, night, and
plowed a pathway from the southern
to the eastern
suburbs of the city.
Thirteen bodies have been recovered
from the wreckage of buildings, and
search still goes on. The dead Identified are:
WILLIAM NELSON', former chief
of police.
CLAUDE WILLIAMS, a bookkeeper.
J. P. TARRY, policeman.
MRS. ELLA. SINGLETON, and a
granddaughter.
The bodies of eight negroes await
Identification.
Many persons are Injuri'd, although
the storm did not last over five minutes.
Catastroohe Vividly Described.
Mobile, Ala., March 3. F. M. Strutz,
of Washington, Miss., wha arrived today from Meridian, gave a vivid description of last night's tornado. He
said:
"I was In the dining room of the
Southern hotel, when the
wind
struck the city. Late In
the afternoon I noticed that dark
clouds hovered about the city and
that the humidity was very trying-Shortlan ugly looking
after
cloud was seen bounding towards the
city. This was followed by a downpour of rain, and then by a rush and
noise which struck
terror to the
stoutost hearts.
"The cyclone descended upon the
city near the depot, having come, to
wards the city from the sautneast.
following the railroad. It. was terrl-- l
ble.. Among the first buildings to
go down was the electric light plant,
ami the city was thrown Into darkness. The people were
and rushed into the streets.
The storm's path was about, two
blocks wide. Front street, presented
appearance,
as few
a devastated
houses are left standing. All buildTwenty-seconavenue, from
ings on
First to Second streets, are wrecked.
A large portion of the Grand avenue
hotel was torn away. The Y. M. C.
A. building,
opposite, was wrecked.
The Old Sulphur hotel and the new
Union depot were destroyed.
"It is impossible to tell the amount
of damage, but I think it will be over!
$1,0110,(100.
The loss of life is es-- j
many of whom
tima'ed at thirty-five- ,
are negroes. To add terror to thej
night, fire brcke. out in the stricken
It was known that men
district.
were under the wrecked buildings.
Vandalism also became apparent, and
called out. A
the local militia wa-cordon of armed men were tnrowu
altout the wrecked district, and in this
were able to
manner the rescuers
work. I do not know how many were
taken from the ruins, but some of
the in were dead and others were S3
badly Injured that they cannot live.
"Soon after the ruins caught fire,
the department was called and worked heroically to confine the flames to
the ruined area, and at 2 o'clock this
death-dealin-

g

6--

panic-stricke-

d

j

ihe duty In the next few montns. ai
least, that seems to be the Impression

among some twelve or fifteen officers

of the pay corps who have made
dent their desire to succeed Hear

eviAd-

miral Harris at the head of the bureau
f supplies and accounts. It is possible, however, that they are doomed to
disappointment, and that Paymaster
General Harris will remain on duty
for a year or more. At all events, the
candidacy Is well under way and much
Interest is taken In the fight, which
premises to be full or spirit. The
other vavancy will be that of the head
of the bureau or yards and docks,
'he chler of which, Hear Admiral M.
T. Endicott or the corps or civil engineers, retires on account or age in
November next. Early in April his
term as bureau chler terminates.
As
there are no active candidates, and
as Rear Admiral Endicott has served
in a mst useful capacity, he Is likely
to lie reappointed and serve until nis
i et iretnerit, and possibly for a longer
period. Hear Admiral Endicott, In
to being chief of the bureau, is
a n Isthmian canal commissioner.

ING FOR ARMORY BILL

Captain I!- Ruppe. of Company G,
national guards, has recti veil a letter
to
from Delega'e Andrews, relative
the bill passed by the last legislature, concerning the building, of arVegas and this city,
mories at
tin extract from which reads as follows:
am dnii! a!! I ca: to get con
uress to valida.- the net of the last
Mexico, regarding
assembly f N'
'he armory bill, and when I learn
wh'a' the committee on
tories' will recommend. I will let you
know."
The armorv bill provides for the
f"r the erecexpenditure of $H'.
tion of armory buildings at l as Vegas
and this city, each to cost $.",l'0. but
this bill must be validated by congress hef re tlie money can be
for this purpose.
and d

Is

i

u.-t-

POLAR

cn-seiutiv- e

s

i

am.

IN

REPORT

BALLOON

ceived at 11 o'clock this morning,
says that much confusion prevails,
and a detailed list of casualties is unobtainable.

ARRESTED AT STATION.
March 3. Two anarchists, armed with bombs, were arrested at the railroad station here today as they were boarding a train for
Tsarskoe-Selo- ,
where the emperor Is
at present sojourning.
St. Petersburg,

PRESIDENT

ROOSEVELT AND HIS LOAD.

STATEHOOD IS IN

Large Estimate of Lost.

MORE SHIPS DESTROYED
OFF NORWEGIAN COAST.

STORM SWEEPS OVER

IMMINENT DANGER

SOUTH PACIFIC SEA

President Holds . Conference uestroys . Many

Lives and
Several Millions Worth

With Leaders on Best Way

Wholesale Disrict Suffered.
to Save Bill.
Jackson. Miss., March 3. Judge T.
W. Brame, of Macon, Miss., who was
at Meridian last night and reached
Jackson today, says that up to 3 SUSPEND CANAL HEARINGS
o'clock this morning twelve dead bodies had been recovered, and that the
property loss Is estimated at several New
Parly Probably Is Now Bemillions. The wholesale district suffered the worst.
ing Incubated by the
Communication Restored.
Socialists
Birmingham, Ala., March 3. Communication with Meridian has been
restored, but as yet it is Impossible
Washington, D. C, March 3. A conto secure au 'accurate estimate of the
loss of life. It Is said that the great ference regarding - the statehood bill
"tills
est 1ms of life s in the factory dis wss held at the- Watre-'.lou- se
tricts. where search parties are still Ef ernocn, the parties io it being besides the president. Senators Ixrag, of
at worn.
Kansas, Burkett of Nebraska and
BLIZZARD CONTINUES IN
Warren of Wyoming, all supinators
NORTHERN KANSAS. of the measure. It Is conceded that
Kansas City, Mo., March 3. The the prospects for thp enactment of
blizzard that prevailed
yesterday the measure Into law are not bright,
passed east and north today. Al- and the conference was held for the
though there Is high Vlnd with freez- purpose of considering
means to
ing temperature, no snow has been save the bill. Earlier In the day Sena
reported today. Several trains from tor Uoveridge, chairman of the senthe west are late, however, and at El- ate committee on territories, talked
lis, Kan., the westbound Union Pa- to the president along the same lines.
cific passenger train that, left Kansas
City at C:20 last evening, was tied
Waiting for Canal Decision.
up on account of snow drifts.
Xo more wl ncsses will be examined by the senate committee on the
MINNESOTA SUFFERS ALSO
canal until after the type
FROM TERRIFIC BLIZZARD. cf canal lias been determined
and
bliz3.
A
March
terrific
other information obtained necessary
zard has been raging since yesterday to the preparation or a bill for the
afternoon, demoralizing street V:ar government of the zone and the conservice and rendering
travel diffiof the Isthmian waterway.
cult. The snow has drifted to a depth struction
The decision was reached today In an
of several feet in places. Railroad executive session of the commission.
trains are all late and many wires are
down. Superior, Wis., reports similar SOCIALIST MEETING MAY BE
conditions.
FORMATION OF NEW PARTY.
New York. March 3. The World to
FRUIT CROPS HAVE NOT
day says:
"A secret political
BEEN HURT IN NEBRASKA.
beginning last night at the
Lincoln, Neb., March 3. Railroad country residence or J. G. Phidps
traffic in Nebraska Is somewhat de- Stokes, Norton Point, Conn. It will
moralized by the blizzard which last four days. During that time matstruck ibis state yesterday, but ters of vital importance to the welschedules are being rtsumed today. fare tf socialism will Ikj discussed.
A low temperature prevails all over T.iere were about a dozen men at the
the state, but fruit experts believe conference last night, and. others are
that the crop Is sare.
on the way. The real business con-::cit Is said, will begin roday,
upon the arrival of Joseph Medill
Paterson, who resigned yesterday as
tho commissioner of public works at
Chicago. Patterson,
who was ap.
pointed by Mayor Dunne, as a municipal ownership
man, announced, in
sending In his resignation, that In the
future he was a socialist.
inter-oceanl-

of Property.
m

HOGG IS DEAD
Steve Adams, Another Confessor,
Not

v

Taken

Before

the

Grand Jury.
San Francisco, Cul., March 3. The
steamship Mariposa, which arrived
here today from Tahiti, bright the
news that on lY'bruary "th a destructive cyclone swept the Society Islands,
causing a damage of $1,000,040 at Tahiti, and presumably a similar amount
In the Tuamotu Islands.
The city of
Papeete was Inundated and seventy-liv- e
houses were destroyed, including
tho American consulate and the
French government buildings. It. Is
feared that there was a great loss ot
life, and that shipping suiiereii severely,
CONFESSION
OF ADAMS
ACCORDS WITH ORCHARD'S.
Boise,
Idaho,
3. 'Steve
March
Adams, a member of the Western
Federation, who is charged with complicity In the murder of tho late Governor Steunenberg, and who made a

c

confession, said to fully confirm that
berore
the grand jury at Caldwell, it is said
that sooner or later Adams will be
taken to Colorado, where arrests will
be made in tho near future. Adams, It
Is stated, will net resist extradition.
The confession of Adams is said to
cover twenty-fou- r
typwritten
pages.
Warden Whitney states that when
Adams was brought to the penitentiary he was greatly depressed, but
since making a statement he seems
light hearted and appears like a new
man.

or Orchard, will not be taken

eon-reren-

FORMER GOVERNOR HOGG
OF TEXAS IS DEAD.
Ihillas, Tex..
Slarch 3. 'Former
(lovernor James H. Hogg died at
Houston, this afternoon.
FOUR KILLED

IN

COLLISION IN OHIO.
Stetibcnvllle, O., March 3. In a col- lision today with the Vlrgina, the
largest steamer on the Ohio river,
ja rowboat, containing four men cap
OFFICER OF GERMAN ARMY
Jes-epat
.Mingo, drowning
MARRIED IN CALIFORNIA. sized
Zerbo, Gregory Maul and Her-he- it
3. LieutenPasadena,
Cat..
March
fkyscrape
American
is.
Springer, while George Vlsch-nic- k
Edward A. Schamr of Stuttgart,
The proposed tower will be or steel ant
will die.
in the German
(lermanjv
an
officer
Gu
skeleton construction, and will be
army, and Miss Willielminu Busch.
feet square for thirty-sistories and the daughter
Loss May Rach S5,000,C0.
of Adolphus Busch, the
have a dome of nr additional stories, St. IjouIh brewer
Mobil.-- .
and millionaire, will
Ala.. March
A special
.
crowned with a cupola bearing a
be married nt 4:::o o'clock this after
from Me; idian, estimates the loss at
The facades of tile tower will noon.
be of ornamental brick End llmeston",
lighted by a central bay extending
from the eleventh to the thirty-sixtstory, with four rows of windows on
ach floor and an addl: I .r.al double
window on either side of this bay
at each story. Tie re will be four ele-vois to the top of tin- tower and a
Hag-staff-

r

h

M. K. & T. RAILWAY IS

in

IMPROVING FINANCES

the other

STATF OF ALABAMA.
Montgomery. Ala. March I!. On
Msrch S. 1M7. Alabama was organannlv y
ized ei a territory and
of that event is celebra cd today in
a quiet way by many patriotic s
The
and other organizations.
history of the btate is very intt resting
and tlie progress made during the last
e'.g'ity years is remarkuido.
Alabama was adin! ted to statehood
on December II. lSlli. wiiti a populaAccording to iho
tion of 127'"1.
f Alai
lisiis of l'."Mi the piq ula'i'jn
bama in tha- year w:ia l.SL'v i;:7. dis,
1 .0"
White.-tributed as follows:
negro"-- . X27,""7: Indians. 2UM".".
..
born.
native burn.
l.r.'L'; miles. :,k per cent; tenia he.
per cent. Alabama ranks eig'o
4'J.
s
te nth In population among the i!
more
and its population has
than 4.'i4 per cent liiKtng itc- last
vears.
o.-ar-

rle-tie- s

1

-;

1

EXPEDITION

BOMB THROWERS ARE

New Orleans, La., March 3. A special from Meridian, Miss., estimates
the los9 of life at 100, with abctit
200 injured. A dispatch which was re-

:

LINES

AN

UNMITIGATED

FAKE

"

--

ior-.g-

,

:al niorigate on the lines of
equipment. fr;:iicniii. s and property of the company now owned,
1. en after t
he acipiire'l by the use of
the general mortgage bonds. Of the
niithiii iz.'d amount it Is contempla'ed
th:!t jiu.iMiii.oiMi (,f the bonds are. to be

Kas,. Man h 3. '1 ne.
credit of the .l
Kansas
& Tex a i Hallway company, which has
b' en brought aboir by 'lie devotion of
all sin plus earnings t the building up
of the physical lon lt'i n of the property, na.s enabled th" inanagemen' to
on tavorabie 'inis tb capital
required for the j.ayn
of H.r,l,52
"f Hie enuipiiieiit n 'es ami the rehabilitation of 11:. " 'it part of the
railway. Tlie impro . meuts com inputted are the reinitiation of alignment, reduction t . eles, and other
provisions. for spe. i.iy putting the
property in a con.lr:
where It may
be cperattd inure
imintcally.
To,;ay the stocKle
s of the road
are holding a ine.-tt- :
here for the
liirw:.se t authorizing the Issue or
:!.oiii,.i)imi
general n.nr.gage 4'-- ,
sinking fund
II bonds to mae .n ivai,, and to u secured by a
I'ar.-om-

tti ti'

d

pel-cen-

rail-1'nin-

tr

-

i -

i

le

.

immediately, t in
neii ior future

l

emaindi r to
issue
liter

r n
let inns.
t'tncM. i.leis are offered tile privi-;:e 4 subscribing for tlie new
lo,- liotid- - to the ex ent of
3 pet
oi.n,
cent of rh.ir nldings of stock, at the
price of NT's per cent nnd accrued
iuteies'. payable in thive Instalments
s
follows, per $1,000 bond:
March
May 12, next, $30;
U'. Hi '.
12.
$275.
Stockholdnext.
rieptewlM r
ers desiring to pay In full may do
t
so n any ins alinetit date under
of t'-- j per ( cut per annum. Subscription righ's will terminate on
Mar. h 12, next.
;

i

I

i

$(':

t

-

I

)

Christiana, Norway, March 3. Several Steamers which wnrA rllininleho.t
to the Jaesl and Ingerna Islands from
lronanjera, to the assistance of tne
fishing fleet which met with disaster
in the violent storm, have returned,
and report that large numbers of the
fleet were seen floating keel upwards.
Much general wreckage has also been
sighted. The crews composing the
fishing fleet numbers from twelve to
fourteen men.

Thus Is anofher fake sidetracked.
When The Citizen read this morning;
the Journal's rehash cf its old and
ofttn exploded fabrications concern
ing the connection of the Santa Fo
Central with the defunct Exchange
bank, of Allegheny, Pa., It was convinced that the remainder of the article was equally without foundation.
At once General Torrance was tele
graphed, and the foregoing reply was
received.
It is plain that the Exchange bank.
cr Its receiver, or its funds, has noth-- ,
Ing whatever to do with any possible
sale of the Santa Fe Central;
that
there has not been any negotiations
for a sale with the Gould or any other
syndicate; that the owners of the
Central have neither necessity nur
desire to sell; and that the company
will Itself complete the Hagan branch.
and the Albuquerque Eaatern railway.
These are all matters of congratulation to the people of this city, and it
e
Is useless for any
stories to
try to Injure the Santa Fe Central or
to shake the confidence of Albuquer-quean- s
In its
solvency and In the
speedy building of the Eastern.
"

JOURNALIST'S BALLOON TO
BE FINISHED BY MAY.
Paris, March 3. Walter Wiellman
sailed from Havre
today on the
French liner Le Larraine. His polar
dll'lelble balloon Will ha rnninlnlcH In
May, after which an expedition will
proceed to Spltzberger for trial trips
preparatory . to a departure for the BANK WILL TEST POWER
polar regions.
.. OF SENATE COMMITTEE.
Cincinnati, Ohio, March 3. Presi
IMPORTANT MEETING IN
dent Howe, of the First National
INTEREST OF FORESTRY. bank, whose cashier disregarded the
Charlotte, N. C. Farco 3. An Im- subpoena of the Drake investigating
portant meeting ,.Jn the Interest of committee, nnd who is called before
forestry development and reform and, the committee to answer for Ills acparticularly to promote the passage of tion, said today that the power of
the bill now before congress, for the the senate committee will
be tested
creation of an Appalachian forestry In the courts. President Rowe said:
reserve, will be held here this after- "We doubt whether this committee
noon. The Invitations to the meeting has a legal right to force banks to
were Issued Jointly by the city of disclose their business transactions,
Charlotte, the Charlotte chamber of and for that reason we will carry the
commerce and the Manufacturers club matter to the supreme court.
of this city, and It promises to bo one
of the most important meetings In the SAMUEL SCtiUIZ PASSED
v
Interest or forestry ever held in any
soii'.iiern state. Among those who have
AWAY LAST NIGHT IN EL PASO
already arrived or are expected to
arrive to attend the meeting are the
governors of Kentucky, Tennessee, FUNERAL WILL BE CONDUCTED
TOMORROW
MORNING
AT 10
Alabama,
Florida, South CarO'CLOCK, FROM HOME CITY.
olina, Virginia and or this state. National Forestry Commissioner Pincho,
Samuel Schutz, 'whose death was
or Washington. I). C, several repreIn this paper,
yesterday,
sentatives of the forestry division of forecasted
passed away, last evening, at hist
the United State's department of agri- home in El Paso,
78 years.
At
culture; Alfred Akerman, state for- the bedside, whenaged
the grim reaper
ester of Massachusetts. Alfred Oasklll called, were three daughters
of the
of the United States forestry depart- ("cceased, who reside In Albuquerque,
ment and many others.
namely, Mrs. Noa Ilfeld, Mrs. B.
Spitz and Mrs. James Grunafeld, beFOOT BALL'S FATE IS IN
sides other members of the family, inHANDS OF COMMITTEE. cluding Miss Irma Schutz, whose enNew York, March 3. The national gagement to D. S. Rosen wald of thin
intercollegiate football committee met city, at present In El Paso, has been
here again this morning at the Murray announced.
Hill hotel to consider the matter of
Samuel Schutz was well known In
changing the rules of intercollegiate this city, where, as In the Pass City,
football. Among those present were a large concourse of friends are left,
Dr. If. I.. Williams of Minnesota; W. to mourn his demise. For many years,
T. Held, Jr., Harvard; Dr. J. A. Bab- ho has been In business in El Paso,
bitt, Haverford; Lieut, C. D. Da'y, he having opened a store there la
West Point; Paul Dashlel. Annapolis; 1S56, under the firm name of Schut
Walter Camp, Yale; U. C. Dennis, Hros., in what was then known aa
Cornell; F. If. Curtlss. Texas and Port Franklin, the present site of
Southern colleges; John C. Hell. Penn- EI Paso.
sylvania; C. W. Savage, Ol.erlln; K.
This morning, Noa Ilfeld, B. Ilfeld
K. Hall, Dartmouth, and Prof. F. H. and Jameo Gruusfeld, left on the belated (south liound train for EI Paso,
Fine, Princeton.
Mr. Dennis acted as chairman, Mr. to attend the funeral. This evening,
Held as secretary.
It appeared from Alfred Grunsreld, .Mrs. B. Ilfeld and
tho very beginning or the meeting Sidney Rosenwald will leave for the
that there was a lack of suggestions.! Pass City to be present at the final
The committee will probably remain obsequies held in memory of the deceased. The funeral will take placo
In session all day.
in El Paso, at 10 o'clock, tomorrow
morning.
Meeting of Elks.
At last night's meeting of the committee having in charge the arranie-nien:- s MASTFRS-CROiMPriALS
for" sending a club of Elks to
SOLEMNIZED TODAY
the Denver convention ami grand
lodge In July, it was decided to uro- v K accomm illations for any ami all! JUSTICE OF
THE PEACE CRAIG
'
ladies accompanying toe d'eK-gT'.ZD TH Z KNOT WHICH MADE
IClks,
rates lor which will lie an-rf
TWO ONE.
nounceil later. As the local order eir
At noon today J. W. Masters and
Elks constitutes some of the best
known and leading citizens of Albu-nue- Mary It. dross were quietly married
que, the wives of tttium arc all the (tre'tnony being gracefully perleaders of or well known in s clery, formed by Justice of the Peace Craig.
It l.s sale io say that Ihe representaThe coin ractlii,; purtles are weu
tion or Albuquerque ladies who will and favorably known In business
accompany the Elks' delegation to
'be bride being a dressmaker
l'envir, will l.e amply
to up-- ' here for some time while the groom
bold tlie' social reputation of Alini- has Just launched a home furnishing
qut rque in Denver, or any City r. tne store on Cold aveuue. The Eveuiug
1'nited Sta'.es, for the matter of that. Citizen unites with the many friend
f both in e xte'tulin ; congratulations
Violating City Ordinance.
and best withes.
or
bi
Complaints reach this oftlce
cycle riders, on the Highlands, vio
ELITE HOTEL
riding
Iw
lating the cllv ordinance,
on the sidewalks. They spin along
CHANGES HANDS
the cement walks, at a lively gait,
and several ladies. In attempting to
get out of their u:iy, have met with BILL OF SALE RECORDED YESno Utile ineon cnTi nee. Marshal
TERDAY WITH PROBATE CLERK
COST $3,500.
has been put In possession of
these facts, and the violators of this
A
bill of sale was (corded
lih th
closely
be
watched in
omittance will
yesterday,
whereby
the future. Complaints have also prul ate clerk
reached this office from the southern Frank Derlcks ami wii'o transferred
section of the Highlands, especially to iHirothy Galloway the Elite hotel,
along South Broadway, that several ai 11H West Silver avenue, and loro-th- y
Galloway t ransferretl the furniture
horses have been feasting on tin cans
and rubbish, il.e owners either too nnd fixtures to C. A. Stevens. The
is meiitiemed In both Inpoor or too stitigv to provide them coiislde-ratiowith good f'Kid. These ca)'S should stances as l.l.tiou. The new purchaser
be looked i,lter by the local humane is from Silver City, where her mot hi r
is postmistress of that city.
.society.
S

at

;

i

clr-clc- s.

GALA DAY IN THE

ATHLETIC MEET.
Birmingham, Ala., March C The
ship Bible class teams of the Young
Men's Christian association will have
a big athletic meet this evening. The
list
f cvnts to lie contested for is
as follows:
Standing broad Jump;
sixty-yarpotato race; "chinning" the
horizontal bar; swlinniin ; 12" feet;
tug of war between teams eif ten men,
and a relay race of iioo yards be we en
teams of ten nie-each. The trophy
I) he competed for is a handsome loving cup presented by the Birmingham
Anns and Cycle company, and must
be won by the same team three
times to permanently remain
in the possession of that team. I; Is
now in the posse-ssioof the team of
the Smith (Jin Works and the other
will make determined efforts to
win the trophy away tioni the Smith
IN

BRANCH

p.

h

BIBLE CLASS TEAMS

ITS

St. Petersburg, March 3. The sum
of $2,600,000 has heen nrw.ontorl m V Special to The Evening Citizen.
tne Don, the Vrsl, the Kuban and the
nusDurg,
March 3. I
i ere'K
uossacks, ostensibly to Imknow of no negotiation with V
prove their lands, but In reality it Is
parties you mention. We expect
an exceptional reward for tho sery-Ice- s
to complete tie lines under con. V
during the war and their fidelity
struction.
V
in repressing troubles In the Interior.
F. J. TORRANCE.

IN HOUSE ERECTION

ANDREWS WORK-

DELEGATE

Militia

morning has succeeded.
Wreckage,
ruin and death appear along the path
as It leads Into the country. Telegraph lines for miles In either direction are prostrated.
It will take
months to repair the damage done to
the city, and It will ln dayB before
the actual number of Injured Is known.
As to the dead, only the clearing
away of the wreckage can reveal the
magnitude."
A dispatch received this morning
rrom Meridian reports the death of
B. V. Elmlre, proprietor of a

Flagg, an architect, for the proposed remodeling Into one the
nourne
Singer and the
office buildings at the northwest corner of Broadway and Liberty street.
The plan outlines one of the most
engineering
novel and extraordinary
undertakings lif'the history of the city.
As an ornamental feature of the enlarged building, a central tower f
forty
will rise .V.U feet high,
considerably taller than the Washing
ton monument. This will marie the) number of tother elevator
structure t.u champion anions the pans of the building.

BUILD

Fishing Fleet Suffers Disaster Knows of No Negotiations
With Parties Named, the
on Norway Coast-M- any
Gould Syndicate.
Lives Lost

EXTRAORDINARY FEAT

New York, March 3. Plans were
filed with the building department

Three

TWO ANARCHISTS ARRESTED

$2,000,000

Destruction Was Wrought in Five Minutes Time
'
Had to be Called Out Against Vandals-Blizz- ards
in the Middle West.

OF THE CENTRAL

Millions Denied by General Torrance Affirms Road
Distributed Among
Will Itself
Cossacks.

Nearly

Tornado Strikes Meridian, Leaving Death and Desolation in Track Fire Seizes Upon Wreckage
and Adds Appalling Feature.
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The Citizen's Classified Columns Promote Business
WE HAVE THE STOCK

MUCH FOR COPPERTON

Here you'll find
what you've been

WE DELIVER GOODS

looking

for.

One cent per word, each
MINIMUM

CHARGE,

INSTITUTJONJ

ALBUQUERQUE,

Make your wants
known tnrougn
these columne.

15c.

NET

Capital and Surplus

MEXICO

$100,000

PROMPTLY
Special Correspondence.
TIM
1.
was
It
M.,
March
N.
WE COMPOUND
MEDICINES
ttrrnt Northar rl?on Cireulntloa. In C'oppeiton,
the year IS 18 that James Marshall
SKILL
WITH
Ccloma,
was digging a mill race at
TCRMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
W.N1
Cal.. when behold, to his astonished
PbOt Vt mail. ona yrar la aaranca
WE MAKE THE PRICE RIGHT
par
month
gaze he saw some pieces of the yelTO EXCHANGE I have some ranches
WANTED.
rfltakl7br bymail,
Intcrest Allowed on Savings Deposits
mail, ona rar
very
to trade for city property. T. L.
low and precious metal. He was
WE REMEDY ANY DISSAT
stenoand
Typewriting
IJ
W
ANTE
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
elated, and very sure that he
graphic work. Miss niackall. The
Pafy by Carrier, 60c per month much
ISFACTION IMMEDIATELY,
McSPADDEN
had made a discovery of great ImportThe exchange man.
Alvarano.
In
riellYrrad
the ance, unaware that In a few
5t
Tmrn Ermmo CinraH will b
short
See him for business exchanges.
experienced
by
par waak. or for 60
Sewing
WANTED
rttr at tiM low rata of 20 rantmonthly.
300 South Broadway.
thousands
and
months thousands
her
or
by
at
day,
the
dressmaker
nk par month, whan paid
would be flocking to that country,
3Q South Third street.
LOST.
home.
Tn
where everything else Is abandoned
AdTertltlnK Rites Made Known on Application
LOST A string "of" blue beads; finder
WANTED
Roomers and boarders-With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.
shovel.
pan.
and
gold
rocker
for
the
please return to Mrs. Henry Ooetz,
private family: two blocks east of
Bofcacribara will aanfar a favor by notifying u
of tha paper.
Where Gold It Found.
tRfnadiataly on any
re815
Edith
hospital,
1023
South
street,
North Second
and
Santa Fa
In studying th geological formation
AO hrttrra ard ramlttanraa ahmild ha addrri to
ceive reward.
street.
B. H. BRIGGS& CO.
Drafta. of minerals, we are led to believe that
Taa Cnir.CN ftmuaiiura CoMrAHY.
Competent girl for genWANTED
rharka, pcatoffica and aitpreaa money order
aaaat ba mada payabla to thr ordar of the the original position of gold must have
eral housework In family of three.
ALVARADO PHARMACY
Prope
aampany.
tnese
depths,
from
and
great
been in
Apply at 108 North Eight street,
depths, by the upheaval of the granite
OUR TILIPHONIII
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
between 10 and 12 o'clock.
St. and Gold Ave.
First
quartz
veins.
along
with
Colorado IP rocks and
Automatic 183
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
for
collector
Installment
WANTED
nor
granatic
not
quartz
rocks are
The
Both Phones o
salary SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REgood
accounts;
merchandise
o
supposed
sedimentary, but are
and expenses. Address Manufac-turc- r, CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
have been in a liauld form and thrown
Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
ANOTHER ATTEMPT
as $200.00. Loans are quickly nade
P. O, Box 1027, Phlla., Pa.
in
up through fissures and crevices
strictly private.
One
Time:
and
second-hanAccounts Capital, 1150,000.00.
Gentlemen's
WANTED
carrying
the granatic formations and
clothing. No. 515 South First street, month to one year given. Goods reON "SCOTTYT LIFE along with it gold in more or less CITIZENS ASK WHY
your
rates
possession.
Our
In
south of viaduct. Send address and main
quantities.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
ABSENCE OF IRE ESCAPES
Call and see us bewill call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor. are reasonable.
It almost always happens that along
borrowing.
fore
SOLOMON
LUNA,
W. 8, 8TR1CKLER, V. P. and Cashltr
with
President
WANTED Gentleman or lady
outcrops of rusty and brown quartz,
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Ambushed on His Way to fragments are found that contain gold, SEEMS EXPEDIENT THAT THE good reference, to travel for a firm Steamship
W.J.Johnson,
Asst.
Cashier.
. Wm. Mcintosh
J. C. Baldrldge
all
and
from
tickets to
BUILDING INSPECTOR SHOULD
of $250,000 capital; salary, $1,072
Solomon Luna
sometimes in very fine particles, that
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell
parts of the world.
per year and expenses; salary paid
Death Valley and Brother Is invisible without the use of the ENFORCE CITY ORDINANCE
2 and 4, Grant Bldg.
Rooms
weekly and expenses advanced.
lens, and sometimes so discolored by
31S West Railroad Ave.
WHERE FIRE ESCAPES ARE
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
with stamp, J. A. Alexander,
Struck by Bullet.
the pyrites that has been exposed de-to NEEDED.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Albuquerque, N. M.
the weather In such a way ns to
Open Evenings,
ceive almost any one.
FOR RENT.
A prominent citizen yesterday call
These facta should be kept In mem1
MINER
OF
ESCAPt
FINE RANCH
MIRACULOUS
ory by the prospector, for beneath ed the attention of a reporter of he
light housekeeping. 517 South BroadOne mile from Postofflce.
Citizen to the absence of
just such outcrops as this there has Eevenlng
way.
Albuquerbeen discovered some of our most fire escapes on buildings In
que that should be equipped with FOR RENT Brick house, with" bath,
A correspondent of the San Ber- valuable gold deposits.
14 ACRES
the tenants of
at 207 North Fifth street. Maynard
writing to that
When such quartz is found it must them for the safety offloors.
nardino Times-IndeALFALFA
second
and
third
the
value,
no
Ounsul.
but
of
paper from Barstow, under date of not be considered
LBUQUE1RQU, N. 11
LARGE ORCHARD
of a Bingle building
"I
don't
know
Four-roomarkfound
furnished
where
kept, and the place
KENT
HOUSE
In town that is properly equipped For
February 28th, says:
Investigation.
Apply
ed for future
house. 215 Atlantic avenue.
means of escape for people livWalter Scott, his brother. Warner
Now we have right here in theZunl with
on premises.
in
Ofnoe aad IMrwctota,
and
floors,
ing
on
second
third
the
M.
JohnA.
and
Y.
great
just
this
A.
Pearl
Scott,
deal of
mountains a
egress by FOR RENT Two pleasant rooms for.
the place for a Sanitarium or
Just
off
cut
case
fire
should
JOSHUA
8.
RAYNODS
is
quartz.
It
son, comprising the Scott party that same brown
housekeeping. See them at 208
home place.
stairway," continued the close obM. W. FLOTJ-RNO...toe PrMMesrt
found in what we call the server. "I know of one building In
South Arno street.
Must be sold at once.
left a week ago for Death Valley, re- principally
Cwri-- ar
FRANK McKEE
m
or
Is some five
iron
This
dike
dike.
afternoon,
this
twenty
Barstow
to
turned
Ft. A. FROST.
brick
tho city In which at least
RENT A four room
Am tstaat CMfcJer
at six miles In length and from 20(1 feet people sleep on the second floor, that FOR
having been again ambushed
house, on North First street, close
H. r. B TMOCDS
Windy Gup, Warner Scott being se- to 500 feet in width, and all through has only one stairway.
How easy
PORTERFI ELD CO.,
in. Call at, Rankin & Co.'s, or at
verely wounded by a gunshot. The intersected with these quartz veins It would be for a fire to destroy this
110
Gold
Office,
Avenue.
West
017 North First street.
v. . wcpoaiToaT.
In width
bullet entered his right thigh, passed from one Inch to four feet
one stairway before being discovered,
RENT Light, airy, f u rnished
through the lower part of his body, and quite a number of assays have ard what peril It would place the FOR
front room at the Roosevelt house,
Authorise Capful
been made running from $2 to $10 in sdt epers In. I know of a three story
end lodged in his left hip.
work and conveyancing.
West Notarial
by day, week or month 309
The particulars, as told by Walter gold. What better prospects do we hotel building with the whole third
$S69,08.M
?H Us CfCil, Surplus and Profits
avenue.
Railroad
want? When we have something good floor occupied by u hotel, and with
Scott, are ns follows:
cottage
Hats,
Furnished
RENT
FOR
escape.
"We were riding Pearl and 1 on we are never satisfied.
no
fire
V BaU Fe Railway
IJSxHory for Atchison, Topek
Oowpaa
but two stairways and
one to three rooms, from $5 to $15;
mules, about two hundred yards
We can never realizp what the hon And there are several other similar
also furnished tent. Apply to Mrs.
o
tn
ahead of the supply wagon. It was est prospector has to g through witti Instances in town that are worthy of
c
Norrls, 521 John street, east, end of
Just getting dark; when we heard dav after day. tramping over the attention. Albuquerque will awake
viaduct.
two or three shots in the distance. rou:?h mountains with a slow anu some morning with the horrors of a
Immediately after we met a prospec- measured tread, with downcast vis holacaust within lis gates that it lit
FOR SALE.
v
tor on horselaek, who toid us he ion, letting not one single fragment or tie foresight and precaution would FOR SALE Good heavy farm" and
had been shot at by some one. Pearl piece of rod; escape Ills practiced have avoided."
coal
Halm's
at
Call
work horses.
and I iieJi a consultation, and after eye, now and then picking one up to
Tho city ordinance on fire escapes
Um
yard.
"0 o
!
considering the" matter, decided to examine It more closely, then casting Is as follows:
cheap.
mare,
saddle
One
m -SALE
the
FOR
allow
o
scouting
and
V
line
proceed In
hotels,
persons conducting
it away, to be forgotten forever; then
"All
'
J. W. McQuade, 234 North Walter
wagon io follow at some distance to choosing one, and usinj? the familiar hoarding houses and rooming houses,
O
street.
the rear. We had proceeded about
in height, shall
more
expression,
good;"
then
stories
two
New Mexico
looks
or
of
"this
m
Coronada
bang'
way,
All
lots
when
SALE
FOR
and
half a mile In this
2m
to
sufficient
provide
required
be
to
lenfl
I reachlug
pocket
for
the
his
m
300
South
McSpadden,
T.
L.
wept the first
and. I could. "ear
Place.
it more minutely, ana carry- adequate fire escapes, to be built of
zH
$100,000 00
Capiial Paid in
Broadway.
Then for three examine
by said (city)
It Bitt by my ear. pelted
lonely cabin and placing Iron and Inspected
ing
his
it
to
17,000 00
your
Surplus and Profits
on us like
l.isi
RENT
OR
TRADE
SELL,
Inspector."
minutes the bullets
more,
building
nut
perhaps 200 or 300
It
300
McSpadden,
L.
property
T.
with
provides
rain. I dismounted and made for my to with
further
more.
ordinance
The
ence
the all important, subject
South Broadway.
rifle on the wagon. I knew it was
snail oe enthat this ordinance
Surface Indications Nothing.
mo they were after and just s 1
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
forced by the building inspector, and FUTt SALE Lyon & H aly upright
mineral
for
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
indications
surface
The
gun
reached in the vehicle for my
piano, cheap. Call or address. 413
persons failing to comply wun u,
surhat
certainly
mountains
Zunl
in
tho
FARR, Vice President; J. B.
O. N. MARRON, President; Wm.
Warner shouted 'I'm hit,' and sure passes anything that I ever saw ax ifter duo and sulhclent notice, snau
West Pacific avenue.
DENTISTS.
enough he was, and badly hit, too.
HERNDON, Cashier; Roy McDONALD, Assistant Cashier;
canyou
ie fined not less than $10, nor more FOR SALE OR TRADE A good busiWhy.
location.
any
very
other
"Pearl, at this time, had a
f
ban $.'0, or sentenced to Berve not.
ness for city property. T. L.
E. A. MIERA, I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN, F. H. STRONG,
passing not travel any distance more than
Q
bullet
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
narrow shave, a
300 South Broadway.
good ore less than ten days nor more man
seeing
without
mile
a
JAY A. HUBBS and D. II. CARNS.
Surgeon.
through his sombrero.
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both
or
days,
thirty
copper
post;
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FOli
Indian
SALE
surface,
away,
tho
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Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
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"We then started peppering
called float, each and every offense,
good location and a paying business. the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
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in return, but the hogs were pre- bearing rck fragments,
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a new and sep
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Broad
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to
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any
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buggy
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in anticipation of a hot reply fromvery that
Afflicted With Rheumatism.
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
In prospecting can find no better fields
ness. Also good frame room, 12x14,
toyB, and as it was now getting
Office
was and am yet afflicted with
No. 3o Railroad avenue.
Zunis.
1403
pxistenee
at.
in
famous
Apply
than
the
dark, we were altogether at a dis
with shinglo roof.
rheumatism," says Mr. J. C. llayne,
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1
We all feel confident that, there will
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West Roma avenue.
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more
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all
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IN TOE PEREA ADDITION
Six beautiful lots on New York Avenue
adjoining Luna Place

i

NELSON

K. Grlffln, of

the lumber firm of
V W' '"lrow, who has been at Fort
Sumner for some days, has returned
o Santa Fe. Ills firm obtained
'he contract for the removal of the
bodies of the dead Boldierg from the
emotery of the former military post
lu me iNauosai cemetery in Santa Fe,
and he at'ended to this while absent.
The bod
were disinterred, put
into coffins and sent by teams to Santa
Hosa. From there they were shipped
over the El Paso & Southwestern to
Santa Fe and will arrive Saturday,
next. It Is expected. There were twenty-two
of them, and they will be placed
in the National cemetery west of the
city of Santa Fe.
The names, companies and regiments to which the soldiers belonged
have been preserved, and will be
placed on the headstones of their
Kraves. Kecords of these are kept in
ihe quartermaster's department, in
Washington and by the superintendent of the National cemetery In Santa
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NOTICE

This ends the military history of
Fort Sumner, whicn during the early
Keating on. Harlem Kock
sixties was an Important military
pest, used for the protection of settlers and overland traders against hosNew York, March 3. Terry
tile Indians, which were then very
with a burning, throbbing
plentiful and dangerous in that re- hope gnawing at his heart, is at work
gion. The post was abandoned in in new training quarters on Jerome
1809.
Fort Sumner ts located in the avenue, across the Harlem river.
southeastern corner of Guadalupe
Terrible Terry Is preparing to face
county.
his old foe, Rattling Nelson, on March 111
14, before the National Athletic club
NO HAIR IN BEARD'S MILK.
you patronize the Rolla dairy? of Philadelphia.
Though the bout is to run but six
'Tills Is something every citizen ot
Vvr
nulla should feel proud of. The milk rounds, McOovern says there will sure
delivered by J. L. Beard is cleanly ly be a knockout. "And it won't be
and delivered to you fresh, me." he adds.
pure and wholesome. Rolla (Mo.)
Nelson will do his training at a re
Sharpshooter.
sort cn the outskirts of Philadelphia.
Determined to reclaim the light- Lmbrovim
GARBAGE CANS. SEE WHITNEY weight title that Nelson recently
COMPANY.
snatched from Drltt in the rYisco

"
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Notice Is hereby given that an election will be held in the (ty of Albuquerque, New 'Mexico, on Tuesday,
April 3, 190ti, between the hours of 9
o'clock a. m. and 0 o'clock p, m., of
said day, at the following polling
places;
First WardCity Hall.
Second V4ird At office of Chas.
Clmdwick & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward At offlco of 1. H.
Dunbar, on South Third street.
Fouith Ward Near corner of Copper avenue and Third street.
At which said election the qualified
electors of the said City of Albuquer
que, New Mexico, residing within the
ir.nits of the said city, shall choose
the following officers:
One Mayor For a term of two
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lia-idle-

fight, McGovern is doing the hardest
work of his life.
"You see, I'm taking no c?ances
on this game," said Terry. "To begin
with, 1 have never been in better
physical condition Hum I am right
now. I've got to wcrk off about 10
pounds to touch the ringside figure,
and I have alxiut a month to turn the
trick. I will devote the early hours
of each day to road work. I will have
as sparring jmrtners Charley May-harwho has assisted me in all of
my fights, and I will also spar with
Harry Harris, the ckver feather-weigh-

NEW POEM BY EDWIN MASKHAM
This la 'est poem by the famou author of "The Man With the Hoe"
was written tc the glory of Susan B. Anthony, who has just passed her
86th birthday. Regarding the poem, which is here published for the first
time, Mr. Markham says:,
This song should be read in the tisht of the deep and memorable truth
that the Divine Feminine as well as the Divine Masculine Principle is in
God that He Is Father-MotheIt follows from this truth t'nat
Ihe dignity of womanhood is grounde in the Divine Na ure itself. The
fact that, the Deity Is
was known to the ancient poets and
saees, and was grafted into the noble.- - religions of mankind.
Two-in-On-

1

Man-Woma-

t.

"What I want Is
work. I
am going to pound stone, chop trees,
ride horseback, and .road work In the
open, and I will have about an hour
each day with the gloves on. I am

to the

(HaBBHHSMHl
not going to overdo this game, and
four hours will be enough In every 24.
"If I win out, and I expect to, I
will meet any of the lightweights.

This summer I alsa expect to play
ball."
There Is great Interest here in the
forthcoming battle. Nelson and Me
Govern are known as men who flirtit
on the level, and both are out for
honors. Sports here are confident
the fight will not go to the limit,
ana will prove an exhibition cf some
of the hardest hitting and cleverest
i:oxing the
ring has seen In
years.
24-fo-
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PRINTING
Don't wait until your supply
is entirely gone.
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Balance $25 a Month
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FLOUR

GOLD COIN

GOVERN TRAINING FOR

FROM OLD FORT
ING
GROUND
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EVENING CITIZEN

Remember

it takes time to execute good

One City Clerk For a term of two
years ;
One City Treasurer For a term of
two years.
Two Members of the Citv Council
from the First Ward One for a term
of four years and one for a term of
two years, to fill out an unexpired
term.
One Member of the City Council
from the Second Ward For a term
of four years;
One Member of the City Council
from the Third ward For a term of
four years.
One Member of the City Council
from the Fourth Ward For a term of
Iour 'ear8
no Member of the Board of Edu-thcatlon from the Flrst Ward For a
lul
ul ,ullr
Two Members of the Hoard itf Edu
cation from the Second Ward One
for a term of four yars, and one for a
term of two years, to fill out an un
expired term.
One Member of the Board of Education from the Third Ward For a
terr.i ot four years;
One Member of the Board of Edu
cation from the Fourth Ward For a
tern ot four years;
FRANK McKEE. Mayor.

Job
should

Printing
demand the

and you

very

best.

CITIZEN
JOB DEPARTMENT produces

at

'

work that pleases (its customers. A 'phone call will
have our man at your place
of business to talk this matter over. New series of job
type, just the kind for all
commercial work, have been

NOTICE
Come, Mighty Mother, from the bright' Nothing but ears and broken nuin- abode,
bers wild.
received at this office the
Notice Is hereby given that an
Nothing but woodland music for
Uft the low heavens and hush the
will be held lu the City of Al- again;
relief.
tar.h
Duiuerquo, isew Mexico, on Tuesday,
past few days.
flome when the moon throws down a
Kid" Herman,
Chicago fighter, counted the final 10. The crowd roar- - April 3, 1906, between the hours of 9
Hi3 song is but a little broken was a lxll boy at, the
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house ed Its appreciation cf the palpable o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m., of
cry,
Across the sea come back to weary
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raise.
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Less than the whisper of a river
places:
reed ;
Jimmy Callahanis having trouble
"Honesty Is the best policy I know,
First Ward City Hall.
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...
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An
that die
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a
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Too dim a light, too wavering
under way the residents of the neigho
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
Third Ward At office of E. H.
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way,
need.
McBrlde may be turned loose by the borhood where the park Is situated Dunbar, on South Third street.
St. Louis Nationals.
Come when the sunset paves a path
Entry
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(Homestead
No.
The shortstop's secured an injunction and tied the
(Small Holding Claim No. 698.)
Fourth Ward Near corner of CopI would not break the mouth of song
Department of the Interior, Land Of Department of
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the Interior, United
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no praise;
be com pie e.
ini!e:iy(. Ii.r the y intense
ii ion.
His
compel
iota
Whine, vsr.cii is almost
ous. She also prepar s a hair tonic proof will he made before the probata
i.aL- - uiiiu ni" )
i;iu ino.i
relieved by applying Chamberthat cures and prevents dandruff and clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on
Come with the face that hushed the)
gin to sneak.
o
lain's
Salve, and by
continued ue
hair falling out; restores life to dead March 6, 1906, viz.:
Some weird fights are being pulled a permanent
And dead f :t rise to walk Immortal
Vavcns of old
Price
in;:;,
l.e effected.
cure
hair; removes moles, warts and suManuel Chaves y Turrleta, of BerTh.- - other night,
ways.
Come with 'thy maidens i:i a mis; (iff In New York.
OUGHSand
B0oa$1.00
in
fat;, cured h.any cases that
perfluous hair. Also a face powder, a nalillo county. New Mexico, for tbe
or
OLDS
Char!!!! Welhle '"i.
Ma tie Baldwin
Fres Trial.
Price
freckle euro and pimple cure and pile lot i, and the southeast quarter of the
Mighty M thir. to the: Haste,. for the night falls and theifoiiR.it three rounds. A light ;ap on --bd resisted other t: tuuent.
Ytt lis: ii
r sale by all
J'
Per bix.
cure. All of these preparations
are southwest quarter of section 19, townSurest and Uuickest Cure for oil
fhaduws fold,
child
the Jaw sent Weilile t.) the
druggista.
THROAT and LUNO T&OUB.
purely vegetable compounds. Have ship 9 north, range 3 east.
And voices cry and wander on the: wnere he lay crintentedly chewing a
Who lias no voice but song to tell
junt added a vibrator machine for
US, or M0NE1 BACK.
He names the following witnesses
.height.
big wail of gum, while th" refere:.'
his grief
Tr.v a Ci'izen
.t I.
treatimnl of sculp, face, and cure of t prove his continuous residence
wrinkles. It is also used fur rheuma- - upon and cultivation of said land, vis.:
Gregiorio Apodaca y Candelarla, of
Usm, pa tis and massage.
Albuquerque, New Mexico; Francisco
(irlego, of Albuquerque, New Mexico;
COMING EVENT
IfT) TXT 7 TT tt-- a r.
.. .
.
jl
T
Tr- -k
- .
XtTTTTi
'TL Tl
Tr
J
l es
Manuel Antonio Bena, of Pajarlto.
New Mexico; Ramon Lopez, of Albu
March 9 Kerry from (jerry.
querque. New Mexico.
21 ICilery's
March
Royal Italian
MANUEL R. OTERO.
band.
Register.
March 31 Charles Hanford Como
pany in Sbukspearian Blays.
Try a Citizen want ad.
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"ARMOILB'S BEvST"' Flor is made froaia choiceTaplfLey Kaimsas MARD!
BEST" is begmmiimig to make 'em ali go some.
Insist apomi having' "ARNOLD'S BE,T0" from all pYocers.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE

RED

CITIZEN

March 3.
-i- Henrl
Dunant, the
founder of the fled
Societies, is
Cross
dying at his home,
near
Lake
Constance. Dunant spent
his entire fortune on
the lied Cross.
The Red Cross Societies are the result.
of nn agitation begun
by
M.
Jean Henri
Dunant, after he ha
clianced to witness
the battle of Solfer- Ino, on June 24, 1 S ."!.
The great suffering
of the wounded soldiers and the inabil
ity of the surgeons
to care for the thousands who lay helpfield,
less on the
greatly affected this

Fubllsued Dailj and Weekly

By

The Citizen Publishing Company

W. 8. STRICKLER

President

W. T. McCREIGHT

Bus!dpbs Mannser

Electric Moiqc
say this will tie an "Electric War."

ira

Engineers

Klec

is soon to operate nil the railroads in and nruniid
New York City. It is scndiiiR Hip trolley far nnd the
The
telephone to the remotest rural districts.
nnd other new styles of eleetrlo litht is every
as or oil hi reel
where supplanting the
hci;un to revohas
current
mystic
now
the
lamp. And

Irlclty

Incan-dcRec-

nt
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Geneva,
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CHURCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL GATHERINGS

Young Men's Suits, Boys' Suits and
Children's Suits in the latest styles

h
m
I

I

lutionize conditions of living in homes.
The first "electric home" has just been completed
The l.ndles of the Orand Army of
in one of the cities of upper New York state. This home
the Republic will give a St. l'at rick's
is equipped with almost every modern elect rioal device,
social Saturday. March 17.
nnd it la a veritable wonderland of marvels. The owner,
H. W. Hillman, believes the time is not far distant when
The Ladles of .loiin A. Logan Circle
homes all over the world will be fully equipped with
No. 1. Orand Army of the Republic,
helil a pleasant social meeting at the
electricity for lighting, heating nnd power, as commonly philanthropist,
and he published u book which vividly Home of Mrs. Hugh Allison, yester
as oil and gas are now used. The greater cleanliness, described the horrors
of war and suggested the formation day afternoon.
healthfulness, safety and convenience of electricity, as of societies to
train nurses to assist upon the battlefield
compared to gas, will, he contends, result in the univerThe Highland Methodist church
and In military hospltnls.
sal use of electricity.
home mission ladles will give a pink
An agitation was Immediately begun, nnd at the Inevery
In
lights
dwelling
electric
has
This remarkable
in Oeneva in August, UiM, the tea March 8, at the borne of Mrs.
room, in every closet, in every dark corner. Instead ot ternational conference
11H2
South Edith street,
was
Oeneva
Indorsed and fourteen nations Triplett,
convention
from 2 until 5 o'clock p. m.
the conventional bell burglar alarm. Mr. Hillman has nn formed Red Cross Societies.
now
leen
has
number
The
electric switch next to his bod by pushing which he can
forty-threIt Is understood that the local order
instantly turn on every light in the house. This would increased lo spent
on this work and of Eagles will in the near future give
Dunant
fortune
entire
his
terrify any thief more than a doen revolvers.
living on a pension, given him by the a smoker, at which time a fistic go
In the sewing room, a machine run by an electric has since been
empress of Russia; and his share of the Nobel peace between the local middleweight prize
motor saves endless trouble. On a table by the machine prize,
fighter, Jack Law son, and the colored
which he received In 1901.
1s an electric flat iron, ready for use at any time. In this
aspirant, Pettus, will be pulled off.
room there is also a telephone, and nn electric radiator
Arrangements however, have not been
RESERVOIR.
ROOSEVELT
completed for the mill, as yet.
for auxiliary heating.
In the land of mystery, of losl races and hoary ruins,
The dining room has nn electric chaffing dish, a
The Company O Social club, or
corn popper, a coffee percolator, aud a luminous radia- In the warm and sunny valley of Salt rivet, we find one ganized
some weeks ago. decided at
well
pads,
now
of the greatest engineering works in the world
tor. In the bed rooms there are electric hetaing
last night's meeting to give a dance
hot water bottles, which are under way. Many miles above the valley. In what was In the armory, for club members and
instead, of the
always liable to burst and produce disaster. Here, loo, once an almost inaccessible region, peopled only by the their lady friends, some time after
e
are electric curling Irons and flat Irons.
outlaw, the Salt Lent, probably direcly after Easter.
murderous Apache and the
The bath room Is an astonishing place. An electric river and its tributary, Ton to creek, emerge from the The arrangements have not been fully
imiaerslon coll heats the water, when the house furnace canyon and flow across a broad, level flat. Here 2,iM completed as yet, nor tho exact date
is shut down in summer. There Is a little boiler to sup- men are at work, erecting the Roosevelt dam, which Is to decided tijion.
ply hot water quickly for shaving. Here, too, is an elec- be one of the highest in the world, exceeded In height
Last night, at the closing of the
tric radiator a device which costs but $12, but which by only one other, and that also a structure of the recla- Candelarla school, In that district, a
Mr. Hillman pronounces a great comfort when something mation service. The Roosevelt dam will be of uncotirsed patriotic demonstration and program
Is needed to take off the chilliness of the air. In this rubble masonry (sandstone and cement, with arch up- was rendered by the pupils of the
room there Is also a massage motor which can be at- stream). It will be 80i) feet long on top, 235 feet at river school, who had been especially traintached to an Incandescent lamp socket and be operated bed, and Its contents will be 300,000 cubls yards. It will ed for the occasion by the teacher,
by any one.
rise 284 feet above the lowest foundations, and the Mrs. Harriett Winston. County Su
One of the great features of this "Electric Home" height of the water against the dam will be 230 feet. A perintendent St roup and a large number of the parents of the pupils, tois the kitchen, where every particle of food cooked gets power canal eighteen miles long, with a drop of 220 feet, gether
with a number of other visi
horse-powconin
its heat from electricity. There is no kitchen stove, and is now being utilized to furnish 4,000
tors, were present to witness the ex
all the devices for cooking rest on an ordinary wooden structing the works.
ercises. The boys and girls were at
When the reservoir is completed, the water will flow tired in red, white and blue costumes
table. The outfit includes an oven, cereal cooker, frying
pan, vegetable broiler, gridiron and meat broiler. The in the river channel for forty-fou- r
miles, and then be and amidst surrounding of American
oven has a regulating switch for securing high, low and diverted, by means of canals, to the irrigated lands. In flags, sang patriotic songs, rendered
medium grades of heat, by a turn of the handle. In size the construction of the dam, 240, ooo barrels of cement patriotic recltmluns, und cheered the
flag of their country, thus making
it is about the same inside dimensions as the old style are required. The question of cement was not the least the
present closing exercises of this
kitchen stove, or later designs of gas ovens; A novel of the problems which troubled the minds of the en- school one to be remembered
a long
door,
gineers. The Isolation of the dam site sixty miles from time by those attending.
feature of this oven Is two glass windows In the
through which meat or bread may be seen cooking, with- a railroad and a tendency on the part of cement manO
out opening the oven. This nrrangement is secured by ufacturers to put as high a value on their product, as they Church, Club and Social Editor:
thought it would bear, offered a problem which nearly On Tuesday evening, last, the Fraplacing an Incandescent lamp in the back of the oven.
ternal brotherhood gave one of their
The electric gridiron is !t inches by 12 inches in stumped the engineers. The first bids were $lt a barrel, open
meetings at their hall in Elks'
eize. It requires but a couple of minutes to get it. hot, making the Item of cement a matter of more than $2,oon.-"it- o Opera House. Alter
a short, business
alone. 'I'hen It was that the engineer with the geo- session, at which nineteen new memafter which the most delightful brown c?i:es may be
cooked in a most convenient manner. The meat broiler logical bump got busy. A hasty reconnoissance of the bers were initiated, they opened their
country disclosed the fact that a ledge of splen- doors to their guests and rendered
is equally pleasing to handle, being reguiated by the near-b- y
Short addid limestone outcropped just above tho dam site, while the following program:
switch for two or three heats, as may be desired.
The cereal cooker Is a four combination device. The hills of blue clay were within a short distance. Notwith- dress by Organizer Dr. I. McLaughlin; vocal solo, Frank Colthard;
first operation in the morning is to use it for heating standing the vigorous protests of cement manufacturers, mandolin
and guitar duet, K. I. Johnwater for coffee; combination two is to use it as a cereal and their offer of cement at about half the price of Hie son
and Charles W. Chadwick; banjo
cooker; combination three il to use it for boiling eggs; former figures, the Secretary of the Interior authorized selection,!:!.
I. Johnson;
vocal solo,
combination four permits of steaming potatoes, using the building of a cement mill. This mill has been in V. A. Anderson; short address by Dr.
potato
may
Ion
used
steamer.
turning
perforated
fejr
This
HiicrnsRftil
months,
'optrnt
be
device
and is
the
several
1'atchin; after which the time was deconsecutively for all four combinations.
out ir0 barrels of first class cement every day, at a cost voted to dancing and card playing, the
As to the cost of using this form of heat, Mr. Hill- which will save tin; settlers of the Salt river valley more music being furnished by tho Fraternal Brotherhood orches'ira.
The
man thus describes his experience:
than $l,(tn(l,(n0 on the price first offered by the trust.
"Until a few years ago the electric lighting business
The question of supplies was tin important one, aud prize winners at the card games were
Mrs. Hye Albers; first prize, a hand
was confined to the operation of electrical machinery at to meet the condition a wagon road was constructed, to painted
vase,
consolation prize,
night. There was a most limited use for it (luring the the cost of which the municipalities of I'hoenlx, Mesa a fancy bowl, the
being won by Mrs.
day. During the past few years, however, the introduc- and Tempo contributed $7.',0oo. This road was con- Strain.
A MEMRER.
tion of electric motors for all kinds of power has created structed by the government engineers, and not by contwenty-four
a demand for operation
hours per day. The tract, and is one of the most spectacular pieces of enoutfit is used a great deal during the day time.
gineering In the west. For more than forty miles it 13
"The lighting company is glad to have'me use elec- in the canyon of the Salt river, ninny miles having been
St. John's Episcopal Church Cor-utricity so extensively, especially considering when It is blasted from the precipitous walls. The day laborers
Fourth street and Silver avenue.
purpose
used, and for this
makes rue a special price. were mostly Apache Indiana, remnants of (ieronimo's Holy Communion
7:30 a. m., Sunday
During the past two years I have pnbl them about $110 band. The road opens up avnew region of beautiful school 10 a. in., Holy Communion and
per year for electricity for lighting and heating, as com- scenery, and when the great dam is completed, the Tonto service 11 a. m. .evening prayer and
pared, with the average electric lighting bills of about reservoir and the Roosevelt dam will attract the trans- service 7: 3d p. m. All seats free. A.
$30 to $35 per year.
continental visitor. The reservoir created by the dam G. Harrison, rector.
"My bills for the electric heating circuit have been will be one of the largest artificial lakes in the world.
Lutheran
Corner Silver
between $6 and $7 per month. Tor gas and coal together Its capacity will be ten times greater than the Croton avenue and Church
Sunday
Sixth stre'ii.
my bills formerly amounted to $ij per month. No effort reservoir. It will contain more water than Is stored by school 9:1.") a. m. Service,
German,
whatever has been made to economize during any month the Assouan dam. One million Mir hundred thousand ll:0o a. in. Service, Knglish, 7: :H) p.
lor two
acre feet, enough water to cover that many acres a foot m. Husiness mee'tlng, to extend call
noon. G. Weuniug, pus- The laundry in this marvelous home is also fully deep, will be held In this basin until needed by tho farm- to pastor,
equipped. wlh electricity, TlKTV s no soot and no ashes, ers in he valley below. At the present time, in the low tor.
no unbearable heat, in summer.
tst part of the reservoir site, Is a thriving city, called Congregational Church Rev. ,1. W.
"For ten years," says Mr. Hillman, "the coal range Roosevelt, with n population of nearly 2,ooo a city with llarron, pastor: Morning service at
bad done duty for our washing and ironing. Then we electric lights, water works, school houses, stores and llo'chu'k. Topic of sermon, "Jesus,
used a gas range for six years, though we used a coal churches, which will be submerged more than 200 feet the Christ." Sunday school at !):45,
'. P. S. C. K. at
:30. Kve'iiing ser-ic- e
stove for wash days. The common objection existed as when the dam is completed. Ten thousand horse-powThe pastor will speak
to the heat from the stove during the hot days, and the will be developed from the dam, and from drops in the on athe' 7:3il. of
Evil in t"e Hevelop- liace
taking of many steps from the stove to the ironing canals, all of which will be utilized to pump the under nient of Character."
Special music at
hoard, it being natural to get as far away from the stove ground water of the valley to lands above the gravity
til services.
C
as possible, to avoid the fumes and heat. It cost from systems.
T
Church opening services
9 tq 15 cents for the coal consumed.
building,
in
new.
tomorrow
at the
the
"The electric iron has now been used by us for
SANATORY FOOT BALL.
northeast corner of Gold avenue? ami
twenty-si- x
months, and represents a most popular article.
The New Zealand champions of Rugby fool ball have Hroadway.
J. II. Garrison, of
It costs about $3.75 to purchase, the ironing is finished taught Americans a lesson. They have demonstrated Si. I.ouis, willHev.
at 11 a. m. and
irench
more quickly and handled more comfortably, on a hot
30 p. m.
may be preserved without loss of any
At 3 p. ni. there will be
limb
life
and
that
day; it saves steps, and the operating cost, for the same
essential feature of the game which has become so great a fellowship meeting at which the
work is about 12 cents.
contrary, the two ministers of the city will siie'ak. A
a factor in college athletics. On
"In our experience with electrical devices, the coal games played between the New the
and British m. st cordial invitation given to all.
range continued to be necessary until superseded by a Columbia teams, played in California,Zealand
proved conclusively
First Presbyterian
Church Ser
tepeclal electric wash loller. This was 12 cents per week,
thai Rugby foot ball affords
medium for tne vices at Klks" Opera House-- . Sunday
better
or 48 cents per month more expensive than the coal development of strength, agaility and endurance
than the school !t:4." a. m., public worship 11
rangp. The latest and l est arrangement, however, is tin
game, in which nineteen men were killed and a. in., and 7:30 i. m.. condueMcd bv
American
washing machine, operated bv an electric motor, which an
Junior
infintelv great' r number nermanentlv injured last Ue'v. Warren H. DuHose.
we are about to install."
Christian Kndeavor 3 p. m., Christian
.year.
Kndeavor t;:t." p. in. A cordial inviThe Hillman house will not long be the only one ot
Whether the Rugi.y game is adopted by American tation
is extended to ev'ry one, to
its kind. Others are already being built and additional cid'cges as a substitute
play
present
of
form
for the
lr
tin' si vices of this church.
electrical contrivances are being Invented almost every not tin ,e Is imieh ton, t..r 1.. hi u ht Iii tli. remarks of
g
day. Among the latest of these time, labor, and
First Methodist Episcopal Church
.M.tnager John McDonald of Ihe British Columbia team
y. ,). t'.
devices are the electrical refrigerating machine
Itollins, pastor. Sunday
KmHisli cilli-L-eilw nlilect is not so He
lie sins
'in
regulator.
.Morning worship ;i'
at !: 13.
furnace
the
school
and
much to win the game as to develop, properly, the con
11 a, m., with sermon by the pator.
The refrigerator attachment is an automatic afiair. slim; ion of the placi.
ot
The English collegian is more
Subject, The Warrant for the Fuwhich w ill keep down the temperature in be ire box to an
The ture." Junior
all around athlete than bis American brother.
league at 3 o'cleick p.
any degree, fur the motor starts to work as soon as l he man who
plays toot ball in winter, devotes his time to m. Fpwoith league at ti:3n. Leader.
thermometer in the refrigerator gets aliove a certain cricket in summer,
and between times, perhaps, takes up Mrs. J. u poulks. Kve'iiing services
point. The furnace regulator is also devised lo keep ciess-couny lining.
The pastor will pre ai h on
Thus, his muscles are evenly de at 7
the temperature at a fixed point, by opening and closing velop d, and. when, after
graduating, he takes up busi- "The Tragedy of Unbe'llt f." There
dampers us the rooms get too cold or too hot. A ther- ness or ill olession.il life he.
will he special music at both services.
bus a liealthv CUtlllUy de
mometer and again the electric current are the imple- veloped l.eid), without
Straugi'is are cordially welcome. The
or
an
muscle
public is invited to AH services. The'
ments by which this feat of domestic wizardry is
ili re, in America, the colh-g- thle'te usually
church
on
corner eif
himself lo one cla-- s of sport and strains himself to the Lead imistinelocated SouththeThird
and
street.
As a result he nver- brcakinir noint for
di'veioiis one set of muscles at the- expense of others
AUbujKqrwerQuae
First Baptist Church The Sunday
eiironic seiiool hour Is from t n to lil;r,ii a.
hi !y leaves eolb'ge w ith HOllle"Now is the time lo plant and unite
Lake Arthur Times:
in.,
and will be devoted to a decision
shade trees and get your lots in good condition." This disabilit y.
service
led by the acting pastor. Mr.
t
health
college
show
graduate's
he
are
"Statistics
tho Artila Advocate fully endorses.
Kelley will uive a railroad talk upon
far
is
ibis
men
in
America,
England
lest
of
In
class
"This advice is also applicable to
New Mexican:
the mibjee t, "The Conductor, the c'on
this city, although this town is 3oo years old. ami Artesia from being the' case.'"
trol and he Destination." ihe
The' American tendency lo owrdo has, often
for the- morning sermon will he
is but a few years of age. It is high time that ibis city
birth
foreign
eif
e'ensured,
with
justice,
by
been
avebeautifying
ine'u
si reels,
"The lintnoi tality f the Soul," and (,f
catch up with the procession in
We have- be n called "a mil ion of dvsoentics." because the corning service-- , "A Person's Hold
nues and alleys within its limits."
r eat ton fast, work ton l ist mill Jeen toel little'. I'e'l' on the Km are', cr Hose Colored SpecSilver City Independent: "This is the season of I lie
tacles." Sit angers in the city are eor
year to plant trees and shrubbery, U autifying your homes bans, as has been ul"-- e (1 in yindicat ion. emr leael ii
among nations is due- in some measure, to this racial dially invited to make- - the Baptist
and adding to the appearance of the town., generally "
,1111, II.. :il
uritelivit v to "lnii'll
l.olh ends," and OlltdO church tlnir church home. The
What is Albuquerque doing?
iiiiimc for tomorrow's services arein ente i prise, quick thinking and uulcke'r applieallon
as follow.-,Morning anthem JV
Yet. sanity aud nioileration eiioir, 'ito k of Age's," as ariangii the
The county treasurer at Cincinnati not onlj "autiuis thought all e.iher
,y
111
and
ther
sui'cess,
are.
aft
of
all
creates!
oiniioiienis
depositing
Dudley line k.
he has been getting graft from the banks for
Mrs. (iibbs will sin'i;
eif
no
our
nitire
channel
national activity is reform
a solo. "My llrdi'tiie'.r and Mv Lord."
the public funds in his own name, but is wounded at the
Hue k'
alsei written ,y ludle-Kv. ii
suggestion that the money doesn't belong to htm. No use sary than in the nerve- wrecking, life endangering streii
Intercol
ing. Mr. Kelly l.wlll shu a s lo en
talking, excavations in 2S07 will disclose a lot of ossified uousmss of American e'olleg,. sort, of which
titled. "My Mother's I'ruye-r.bgiate foeit ball Is the most virulent example.
conscience on the site of Cincinnati.
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give you an inkling of the o
shapes that stylish dressers
will wean but come in and
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SHOE STORE
CHAPLIN
Will.
121 Railroad Ave.
t
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THE CELEBRATED
YORK FAIR
THE NEW ARMIJO,
Prop.
O. F. O.
HOME GROWN PURE CHILE
ANTONIO

WHISKEY
Bottled in Bond.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KT.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic;

-

Albuquerque

't

-

spe-eia-

e

-

RENTALS

and

Ranches

Farms

Correspondence Solicited.
12:i S. Third St.,
AMICQL'ERQUE . . . . N.

Novelty

l

'

When you want something In the

Chas. L. Keppeler
323 South Second St.
Highest price paid for household
Kxds. New and second hand goods
bought and sold. Phones; Store--H- ed
282; House Black 263.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.
M.

W.

LOANS

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10. N. T. Armllo Bulldlna

Strong's Sons

Works

EXCHANGE
AND

STRONG BLOCK.

STORAGE CO.

Furniture Crated For Shipment
Sold en CoirtTtstion.
J. W. MASTERS.
1tS West Gold Ave.

UNDERTAKERS

JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

and

STAGE LINE

Carries the United States mall;
only line with a change ot stock en
route; good rigs, horses and driven;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
MONUMENTS
BAKERY
PIONEER
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
N. Second St.. Both Ptones.
particulars, address W. L. Trimble ft
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
CAKES A SPECIALTY
B. BLOCK, Proprietor. Perea. N. M.
WEDDING
We desire patronage and we guar
Subscribe
get
for The Citizen and
A Citizen want ad will get the busiautee first class baking.
ness. Try one.
Albuquerque. the new.
207 S. First Street.

Sjperintendents

Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

201-21-

e

000OSOe00000

FURNITURE

0.

Third Street.

Go To

199.

F. 8. HOPPING. Proprietor
321 South Second Street
Just received, large shipment of
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
Repairing of all
Tribune Bicycles.
kinds. Before buying give us a call.

e

.

AND

OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
215Vi West Railroad Ave.
Auto Phone, 320.

:

sub-jee-

Myer,

Crown Sttfclio

-

-

Phone,

&

121 N.

House Furnishing Line

Real Estate

Bole Agents.
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Woolton
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JUST RECEIVED
A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

ARMY DESERTER

HOW JOHN QUIGLEY

NEAK THIEF IS
CAUGHT RED HANDED

WAS

x

MURDERED

I

TRACTION COMPANY

IN ALBUQUERQUE

WILL

MORE MACHINERY

EXTEND

RUGS AND CARPETS

FOR WOOLEN MILL

Revolver at Whitney Sister Who Wrote Marshal City Marshal Ward of Lasj Its Lines Into Highlands and Addition to Present Building
McMillin May Now Read
yegas Stopped Off Here
Company's Store and
to American Lumber Comto be Built-FactAll Obtainable Facts.
a Train Today.
Was Seized.
pany's Plant.
Closes Down.

Stole

j

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

ory

HAD

JEWELRY

IN

'

POSSESSION

MANY

KNEW THE MAN

PRISONER A RESIDENT OF TRINIDAD

DEMING

CASI0

STOCK

COMPAW

UNCLE

NOTES

JOHNNY

GOES

TO

Mlhert Faher

TEXAS

A short time ago The Evening Cilt-- i
Frank .Ioiicr was this morning in
Colonel W. H.
J. H. Hearrup, president of the Ulo
Edward Ward, city marshal
Ijis
who has been
police court held by Judge Crawford ten published, exclusively, a comm- Vegas, arrived in the city todayat with absent from the Greer,
city
month today, Grande Woolen Mill company, left,
in the sum of $500 for his appearance unication which Marshal McMillin re Charles Macomber, a deserter from on a business trip to a Sun
Francisco last evening, for Dallas. Texas, on a
liefore trie grand jury on the charge ceived from Mrs. C. H. Hreen, of No. the United States army, who is being and other points in California,
While in tho Lone
re- business mission.
S5 Seventh street, Portland, Ore., in
if shoplifting.
turned, and, to a representativehas of Star state, Uncle Johnny will visit a
returned to the government.
Jones, It is alleged, entered the Store which information was wanted relala
Marshal Ward locked Macomber up ue evening
expressed him- - woolen mill Uhlnl, la fnr nolo
of the Whitney company yesterday tive to the murder of Mrs. Hreen'8 in the city prison here for the day. It "rn m strong Citizen,
terms, regarding the .understood, and purchase considerable
secQnigley,
brother,
in
John
felthis
afternoon at about 5 o'clock. The
being his intention to leave on No. 1 alleged interview in a. Sim in,.
inacninery, to oe listailed in the factory here.
low stopped by the show ease contain- tion of the country abnit ten years this everilng for Fort Wingate.where (Cal.) paper, on his
candidacy
for
Inago.
Deming
Graphic,
which
ing revolvers, etc., and which opens
The
Incldentlly, Mr. Beiirrup will call
Macomber will le
over to the governor of the new state to bo form- upon
the matter Immediately military authorities. turned
n the end toward the cash register. vestigated
the heads of the Farmers' Union
ed of Arizona and New Mexico.
j
We carry a complete etock of
upon
reading
the
C. D. Ckjff, who is connected with the
account in this
"Do you suppose," exclaimed Col. and talk over mill matters with them.
Macomber is about 2ti years old and
motors for alternating and dire
paper,
nas
say,
anu deserted from his regiment at San Greer, "that if I Hd have political
This
tne following to
concern, noticed Jones edge around
union
recently
a
trusassumed
as- teeship
currents.
t." the door of the show case,
much light on the Fpanclsco last October, while en pirations, I would be heralding
of the Rio Grande company.
and which throws
the
Excepting the tailoring department
while making a bluff to do some writ- tragedy and events leading up to it:
route to the Philippines. His home tact In the newspapers of the counHOUSE WIRING A SPECIALTY.
the local mill will close down this
John Quigley was well known in is at Trinidad, where a mother, Mrs. try previous to the time a state
ing on a pad, slid the door of the case
had
oen, reached In and shoved some- IVming, and there are many of the J. Macomlier, resides,
been formed even? It is utterly ab- evening until a shipment of wool orElectric, Gas & Combination
old residents here who still rememthing Into his pocket
the
Macomler arrived in Las Vegas a surd. I was not in San Diego, nor dered some Ittime ago, arrives. in u.m
ia liellevn.l
meantime
nrt
Mi. Goff reached trie immediate con- ber him. He did jobbing and c,:ntract- - few dayg ago. It was tipped off to even close to the town, and
Fixtures
the al- commence on the addition to be built
clusion that a thief was in the place, ing in town and in the mines, had ac Marshal Ward that Macomber was a leged Interview is a fake, pure
and
io tho factory in order to accomand he grabbed Jones then and there, cumulated about jsoi) In ready money, deserter.
The young man was ar- simple."
the new and modern machinlooking toward tne packet Into which of which fact Davis became aware. rested, whereupon, he confessed all.
Colonel Greer stated that the weath- modate
ery
which will be lidded.
Jones had been seen to shove some- He told Mr. Quigley of a mining propThe marshal says that he Is sorry er in San Franciso had been rainy
When
the woolen mill again rething, Mr. Goff beheld the pearl han- erty or prospect over in Mexico, that that he ever mixed up In the matter and disagreeable almost all the
sumes operations It will be along a
dle of a $15 Smith & Wesson revol- was a sure thing, and persuaded as the reward is so small, but $50, during his stay there. He added time
that
broader
scale than ever before. The
ver sticking out, a handkerchief pre- Quigley to accompany him to the lo- that when he figures up what It will cattle prospects in that state were output, will
he more than double that
venting Jones from entirely conceal- cation. On their return, they camped cost him for railroad fare for both never brighter, and that cattlemen of
past
the
and the number of eming the pistol. Mr. Goff caJled In a at Harper Bros.' mine In Sonora, to himself and prisoner to Wingate and were Jubilant as a result. Mrs. Oreer ployes
I0H.-P- .
materially
6. E. Induction Motor
Increased.
whom .Mr. Quigley loaned $300, tak- back to Las Vegas, he will be out a did not return with her husband,
patrolman and had Jones locked up.
Superintendent
but
McAfee
be
will
at
ing
on
Paso
an
McMillin
several
therefor
El
a
other
check
Chief
has
little of the "doughesky," not to say will remain in California a month the head of things and things are sure
216 South Second Street.
valuables found on Jones, which might bank.
anything of the trouble such a jour- longer.
to hum.
enranch,
Boyd's
camped
Later they
at
ney necessitates.
indicate that the fellow has been
Speaking of the intended extension
Agents General Electric Co., Crocker, Wheeler Co.
"I think I ought to
of and there, evidently while asleep, Mr. be entitled to my railroad fare, any- of the lines of the Albuquerque Tracgaged in the pilfering business
Tho best 25 cent dinner in the city
late. Among the articles found are a, Quigley was murdered, robbed and way, but it. seems that I am not," tion company, Culonel Oreer, who Is tan be had at the Columbus, tomorpresident of the company, verl.-3- d the row.
valuable stick pin, ear rings, thim-l)les- buried in a very shallow grave. His Marshal Ward remarked.
etc.
remains were afterwards found. Identreports published In yesterday's Issue
at the same place,
Jones swung the bluff that he knew ified and
of The Evening Citizen.
Mrs. A. P. Jones having returned
nothing at all about either being in as his body was so decomposed that OIL EXCITEMENT
"What are you going to do with the from a year and a half stay in WashAlbuquerque Foundry and Machine
10,00(1 ties recently received by your ington, D. C, wishes to say that she
the hardware store, of stealing the re- removal to the United States was alHe sleeps in S
company, colonel?" was asked bv the will be ready for business in the dressvolver or being caught with the most impossible.
R. R. HALL, Proprietor
NEAR THE CITY reporter,
"goods on." "I was standing In an nora, about seventy-fivmiles south
Iron and Bras Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart: BhafUats
making line about the. 15th of this
ulley when the cop grabbed me," said of the boundary line, and it can probPulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columna and Iron Front for
"Use 'em for firewood," snapped the month in Room 22, in tho "Elite,"
Jones, with an assumed seriousness ably be said of him as of Moses, "No
Building.
colonel, ami then, treating the matter where she will be pleased to meet her
J
quite laughable under the circum- man knoweth of his sepulchcr," at the
seriously, said:
customers.
Rmpalra on Mining and Mill Machinery m Spoelmlty '
Ranchers
and Farmers Elated "You may say that we contemplate
stances. "The fellow had a drink or present time.
Foundry east Hide of railroad track.
Albuqaerase
M.
K.
Chicken and dumplings, sweet poDavis went to El Paso, and at a bartwo In him," said the marshal, "but
making three miles of extensions, but
Over Strike of Oil on the
O O O O O O
s
as to just exactly where the new lines tatoes and cream pie. at the Columthis bluff of not remembering when ber - shop convinced Smith, a barber
will run. ami when the work will be bus, tomorrow, for dinner.
and how he was arrested, is too chest-nutt- wh- has bince worked for Odo Smith
in this town, that his name was John
Hendrickson Place.
to go down."
started, I am not yet. in a position to
TOE GUM, AT RUPPE'S.
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developed from one of the fine grey THfc NEWEST IN
and white worsteds in a email over- cheek, a grey chip hat of turban
FRENCH CREATIONS
shape trimmed with plaltlngs of white
mallnette and ospreys fastened with
Jewelled buckles would be a modish
accompaniment.
If becoming a high
ning for our Easter gowns and hats. grey sailor with a white chiffon scarf
From now on the needles of the could be worn.
For the vlsltlns costume one has a
sewing women will fly, and the stores
lie crowded with shoppers and bar- whole realm of beautiful goods to
Fortunately there is choose from:
gain hunters.
It may be of chiffon
m cessation
of great soci:U events broadcloth in the lightest weight and
of the palest tint, it may be of the
Jhis time.
Probably the first thing every new taffeta suitings (a little heavier
woman begins to arrange fur Is the than the ordinary taffeta but soft and
Irspy), and, some women will choose
"spring suit," which must be in readiness for those warm bright spring f.he deservedly popular Kajahs ora
days that bring out the fray and Burllnghams, which have such
it
shabbiness of the winter costume and number of good qualities to make
visiting
which most women have not the cou- an admirable fabric for the costumes
rage to wear at such times; more- costume that half the
of
over, they are too heavy for comfort. shown In the spring exhibits are be
material; other women will
There mus--t be a spring suit in readi- this
glad of the revival of the voiles which
ness.
are poetical and satisfactory.
A very great diversity of materials
These goods are all so well adaptare offered f'om which to choose:
cheeked suitings, fine worsteds and ed to tne princess mode, that if a
Panamas in many effects are shown woman cm by any chance make it
in grey and white; Mohairs in plain becoming, it Is well to adopt that
and fancy weaves, and chiffon broad- style. Or she might chooso its modcloth in the lightest possible weight ification, the corselet skirt with a
smart little bolero Jacket. The prinIs shown for dressy wear.
In making the new spring suit the cess skirts are long and of circular
circular skirt either In plain or with cut v it h plaits or gathered around
plaited "back and front is most often the vnlst If the wearer is very slight.
chosen, though a few skirts use the The Kiee, ts of teh bolero should be
length;
plaits and simulated yoke. The most of elbow or three-quartpopular walking skirts are short and and the blouse should be of lace or
flat about the hips. Among the coats chiffon or some other very fine maone may choose that model which is terial. A beautiful gown of this ormost becoming to the figure; It may der was made of green Rajah worn
be the new bolero which has taken with a faint corn colored blouse and
another lease of life and is Justly a mallnette hat of the same shade as
Eton the blouse, high in the back, its brim
popular now. or the blouse
which is still in favor, the chic little round with gold tissue, with two long
Pony (Caracao) Jacket, a modified plumes fulling over the left side. A
secend hat that could be worn with
lox coat, and last there is the
Jacket with loose frontg and tight this costume was an English walkfitting back. Perhaps the last two ing hat of green straw, plainly
are the better modes for spring, while trimmed with a simple wreath of
for the lighter summer dresBos the green foliage and tiny yellow flowers.
Another garment that must receive
bolero and Eton are to be preferred
or dust
For utility wear use the modified long some consideration is the rainnecessary
coat-sleeextra coat. They are absolutely
with considerable
fullness at the ton but for dressier J to the wardrobe of every well-dreled woman, because they are so ser- wear the elbow or three-quarti o t n cti-l' vlooohln onm n1 at f j1 v nrntfi !nir the
1r.nn. ( Un n
Supposing that this euit has leen dress from spot aud smirch. It has
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New York, March 3. As nxm "9
wo have sprinkled our heads with
the blessed nshes of Ash Wednesday,
turn to what Is nothing more than
are
another form of the frivolities we and
of
supposed to lie repenting
what, would
lent he wlibout plan-
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eeves are tucked liclow the elbow,
whero there is a finish of the taffeta
band edged with braid and the same
trimmed tho neck and front, which
also closed at one side, cut In deep
points. The neck was low, opening
over a dainty lace chemisette.
I
Remember to be quite fashionable
there must be a queen's grey dress
somewhere among your summer out
fit.
Indeed you may well have two.
for there is an amazing diversity of
argent
shades from palest silver,
coeur, dove and gun metal; bul the
very dark tints lhat have u shadow
of black over them are no longer
liked.
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Only the "Atmosohere" Is Made
of Net, Silk and Chiffon.
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An afternoon costume for spring
receptions is of tan broadcloth. The
material is of the soft fint quality,
and the skirt is made en princesse.
The short bolero opens upon a bodice
of. ecru chiffon, which is finished at
the throat with a stiff Elizabethan
ruff.
This is modified to harmonize
with twentieth century beauty, having a lace stock. The same effect is
s.
Introduced upon the
land the bolero is edged with brown
velvet. A big Gainsborough hat of
brown chip is profusely trimmed with
drooping plumes of canary yellow.

PRETTY
ERED CHEMISES.
No. 1 Yoke formed of sheer linen,
tucked In clusters, with the spaces
between filled with a dainty design
in featherstltching and French knots.
Top and bottom of yoke and shoulder
straps are of beading edged with val
enclennes lace; ribbon drawn through
the beading forms rosettes at each
side.
No. 2 Simple yoke with hand-em- broidered design In the popular eye- ut
Edges finished with TO GRAZE SHEEP ON
BLOUSE, ''"ding and lace.
THE GILA RESERVE.
Jo. j cnenuse with embroidered
Hon. Solomon Luna, wag in Silver
ruffle finishing top. Shoulder straps
City on January 2(i and filed applicaof ribbon.
tions with Suiervisor McClure for tho
grazing of 27,500 head of sheep on the
GLOVES FOR SPRING
Gila reserve by himself and others,
says
Silver City Independent. Mr.
AND
SUMMER Luna the
heartily endorses the charge of
a reasonable grazing fee by the government for tie use of forest reserve
areas, and recommends the continued
use of the forest reserve by sheep
owners, making personal application
for the maximum number that may ba
grazed by any one citizen.
HAND-EMBROI-

A NET GOWN.
With Plaited Ribbon.
Trimmed
yesappellee;
R.
pellant,
Armljo,
vs.
court
supreme
Juato
The territorial
A dainty net gown imported by a
terday before adjourning to June 27. No. 1117, Eslavio Vigil, appellant,
Broadway house, New York, recently
thirteen vs. Andrew B. Straup, appellee; No.
at 10 a. m., handed down
tor Palm ueach trade mignt De or
cases it "nad 1115, Territory of New Mexico ex rel,
opinions out of thirty-onsteam and dew," like one a Broad
Hats stiff and perky, soft and way
under advisement at the beginning of Thomas S. Hubbell, appellant, vs
u was
comedian describes,
of the district droopy, feather trimmed and like
the adjourned session, in addition be-to William E. Dame, clerk
court of the Second judicial district of blooming gardens, are among the real trimmed entirely with plaitings of 4
the opinions handed down the day
Inch wide gauze ribbon. The plaitfore, several of them of great import the territory of New Mexico, appellee, new French creations.
In tailor mades, for wear with se- ings were arranged in festoons both
ance and others of widespreau mier - and No. lllfi, Thomas S. Hubbell, apon
bodice and the skirt. On the
st nmnne them being the cases arls- pellant, vs. Perfecto Armljo, appellee, vere street costumes, a natty little ekirtthethey ended
in little twisted de FOR THE POPULAR
hat. is of pale graw straw, trimmed
lng' out of the removal by Governor all from Bernalillo county, and
signs. On the Ibodlce and Bleevea
out of the removal by Governor with Alice blue velvet, and has a they
of Thomas S. Hubbell as sher-.inwere fastened on a foundation
office, couple of stiff wings at the side.
iffFrank A. Hubbell as treasurer Otero of the appellants from
of the plain net, which enabled them
being
court
A rose trimmed hat is a dream
Eslavio
lower
and
Judgment
the
of
the
collector,
county
and
to fall In good lines without interfertwo being by of pink. Under the left brim, which ing
Vigil as superintendent of schools of affirmed, the firs,t
at all with the fullness of the net
court
is
extreme,
mass
to
supreme
named,
a
elevated
is
the
In
the
the
third
curiam.
county,
the
Bernalillo
underneath.
agaiust the contentions ofion was by Judge Pope and in the last of roses In shaded effects.
China silk was used as a founda
A Tuscan Btraw has its yellow insuun, namea, by judge rarner, me auoiuea
ihe removed officers, ruungto intest
tion. Over this, ano Immediately un
by
which
velvet
black
No.
tensified
in
the
same
as
the
being
case
each
in
the
proceeding
proper
net, was a chiffon interlining,
ihat the
Is in the back and sides where the der the
warranto and 1112.
rows of chiffon ruffles
title to office Is by quoinjunction,
high.
up
A black with several
is
hat
turned
appel
but
A.
1114,
Hubbell.
No.
Frank
or
on the bottom.
not by mandamus
up
in
front.
aigret
well
in
stands
the
Commissionproceedings
County
of
vs.
Board
lant,
girdle of liberty satin was
that on the other hand
of the rlm is a Blnglo to Abefolded
quo warranto are an admission on ers of Bernalillo county, appellee, At the edge
worn with the costume. It had
rose.
Beauty
American
controversy,
defendant
arising
same
out
of
the
that
two long straight ends, some half
the part of the plaintiff
Is still on the docket and has not been
yard in width, which hung clear to
lias possession of the office.
one's
a
have
to
laie
become
fad
of
court.
upon
involved
case
by
yet
as
passed
the
the nem ot the skirt In the back. But
Another important
Downs & Com raincoat made to order to avoid the they were gathered into a very small
No. 1130, Jones,
the title to a part of the Compromise
'
buy
can
one
look,
county,
factory
made"
and
v.
pany,
appellee, vs. w.
syace at the back of the girdle.
mine at White Oaks, Lincoln
appeal from the waterproof fabrics and cravenettes so
et al, appellants;
there the decision was In favor
is
it
today
yard
by
cheaply
that
B.
the
M.
county,
H.
embroidered robes there would
of Benjamin H. Dye and William only district court of Grant
take the trouble In
Turner for appellee and Oscar A. Ap- - worth one's while toindividuality.
Chllders, appellees. This was the
seem to be no end. You can get
to
gain
note
of
the
disper
any
5
pel for appellants, affirmed with
them in any goods at any price rang
opinion In which there was
Some of these coats are simply ing from a few dollars to a small
sent, both Chief Justice W. J. Mills cent damages for appellant. Opinion
re
back,
made,
fitted sllchtlv in the
by Chief Justice Mills.
fortune. Some of these robes come In
and Associate Justice John R.
No. 1099, El Capitan Iand and Cat lieved onlv by the velvet collar and sheer handkerchief linens with exqui
dissenting.
keep
to
good
care
If was Rhortlv before 12 o'clock yes tle company, plaintiff in error, vs. E. cuffs, but taking
site hand embroideries; others are
terday that the members of the bench H. Lees, defendant in error, error to the long straight lines which is Us In ordinary lawn goods with the or
silks
of
Many
the
court room, the district court for Lincoln county, salient feature.
fitArt tntn the sunreme
dinary machine work.
G. W. Prichard appearing for the El and mohairs have undergone a pro
One of the most pleasing bits or
there being present Chief Justice V
become
bv which thev have
news is that foulards are to the front
J. Mills and Associate Justices Capitan Iand and Cattle company and cess
theBe
waterproof and often when
agtiln; and the fact that they are now
John R. McFie, Frank W. Parker, W. George B. Barber and Vandeveer and lighter
weight materials are used the snot-proand brought out in the
H. Pope, Edward A. Mann ana ira, a. Morton for defendant in error. Afgroups
by
emphasized
best characteristics of the other silks.
Aiihntt. Sunreme Court Clerk JoseD. firmed. Opinion by Judge McFie. The long lines are
s.
make them a favorite wUh women
Sena was present. The only business suit Involved a judgment for several of tucks inverted and
These coats are also frequently who must of necessity be of an eco
was the handing down of opinions, as thousand dollars secured in Kansas
and nomical turn of nilna. iney come in
against the El Capitan Iand and Cat- made nn in Scotch cheviots
follows:
and serge, many patterns and a wide range of
No. 1113, Benjamin H. Dye and Wil tle company, which Judgment was up homespuns. Irish tweeds
colors, and for the woman who can
and they are used for traveling,
held by the supreme court.
liam n. Chllders. annelleeB, vs. it.
or as general utility,, wear. afford but one dressy gown in addi
No. 1075, the United States of Amer
Crary et al, appellants; appeal from
may
bo
nraetical and
tion to her cloth suit, the foulard is
Socorro county. The Judgment lelow ica, appellee, vs. the Rio Grande Dam Thev am vow
weight and just the thing .
aa affirmed, the opinion leing by and Irrigation company, appeal from left unllned according to
A costume made of this fabric in
Judge Mann, Chief Justice Mills and the Third judicial district, W. H. H. material. coats
for summer wear are laurel green covered with small dots
Dust
Associate Justice McFie dissenting, Llewellyn, United States attorney for most
e
gown.
developed from was developed In a
annronrlatelv
H. B. Fergusson and Elfego Baca, at- the United States and Kloek and spot-promo The waist was made with tucks
fine
and
silks,
linen
B
Affirmed.
appellants.
W.
Owen for the
for annellants. and
many
stitched from shoulder to belt line.
Opinion by Judge John R. McFie. This hairs, which may be found in
Childtrs for annellees.
it
A Hlmilated
more colors than formerly.
marked the
No 1120, Territory of New Mexico, is merely another and probably the
closing in the front, while the yoke
later on when the white dresses!
nmiellee. vs. Jake Netherlin, appel final phase of the famous litigation
Handkerchief linen is the correct
was scalloped both back and front;
lant, from Roosevelt county. The involving the right of the Rio Grande are to be made up, the woman who and bishop
thing
a
deep
cuff
this spring for the ever popwith
sleeves
botn
variety
buys
of
plenty
will
find
company
to build
bidgment ?f the lower court was af Dam and Irrigation
gores
shaped
An especially attractive
ular
the
blouse.
Contrary
piovided.
vas
Five
pattern.
to
as
Elematerial
and
Rk)
Grande at the
firmed, the opinion being by Judge a dam in the
In
the
closely one is richly embroidered
adjusted
was
a
skirt
which
are
thero
expect
to
atiatis
earlier
Abbott. Ne li.iiiu Ii:'d been convicted phant Buttes in Sivrra county, and surprising
flaring gracefully to puinted yoke, the lower part being
of
the
hips,
about
made
of
skirts
number
b(
fore the United
of recelv::i r two stolen horses of the which lias been
serge the lower edge.
Inverted plaits of the plain sheer linen. This slight
Anovney General States supreme court and was re- white and cream broadcloth, great stitched to
value f ill
are seen in lv blouses into the belt.
depth
a
knee
are
at
mohair,
there
least
and
George V Pri..hard for the territory manded to the territorial supreme
The sleeves are full puffed ones
front of the skirt, mid a similar
the
view;
on
now
In
exhibits
tmny
the
apand Freeman and Cameron and Rob court, the decision being against
appeals arrangement of the fullness at the and reach a trifle below the elbow
is
that
good
it
a
idea
and
pellants.
A deep and are finished with an embroidered
irl C. Riid. for appellant.
good investment for back concealed the closing.
No. 1102, Bank of Commerce, ap- to 'vomen as a
No. 10'i'J, Alexander M. Mellenry
hem finished the lowed edge of the band.
The same effect is followed
or
waists,
linegrle
ear
with
sheer
olaiuliff In error, vs. the Uneuln pellant, vs. Bahd Mining company. Mioso of silk in white or very pale skirt which was cut in roung length. in tho high stock collar, tho armhole
Luckir and Ue Mining company, H appellee, appeal from Bernalillo coun tints.
The woisi blouses easily cover a bands and the edge of the pointed
U. Cart right el al, defendant in er- ty, W. B. Chllders, appearing for apnext crushed silk belt in the front, which joke.
regie
for
en
are
The
linens
pellant, and T. N. Wilkerson for ap
ror, the case involving valuable
one, the toile uncienne, provides a neat finish to this costume.
Bat fling Nels:n stopped a runaway
Opinion by Judge season's wear,especial
Affirmed,
in southern Santa IV peliee.
Foulard is particularly suited to
favor. It may
will
receive
horse
and saved the lives of three
bhirt-waione
county. Motion to strike out. the mo Mann.
suit;
and
made
be found In plain weaves with small the
No, 1100, Ors ui E. Clark, appellaut. embroidered
open OI' after this model, was of blue- and children and a woman In a little town
tion for a new trial and the bill of exboth
deslims.
ago.
ceptions from 'he record is denied vs. the Apex Gold Mining company liraucoffee green cheeked foulard. The skirt op- in West Virginia a couple of days
if rioto Krrew-head- s.
per curiam. V. B. Chllders and N. B. et al, appellee, from Lincoln county, rr:iliw i.lu In rirh laee Ulld embrold ened at the side of the front; Dure Strange 'tie didn't stop It when he was
J.aughlin for plaintiff in error and E. G. V. Prichard appearing for appel cry combinations for uso in trimming la a wide gore in front and plaits side in New York months ago,
lain and 11. wett &, Hudspeth for fip- - the panels and coats.
A. Fiske for defendant In error.
and back. A band of blue taffeta borhas announced his determinaOpinion by Judge
Affirmed.
No. 1112. Thomas S. Hubbell, rela pellee.
Alrhniii'h
linens in white have dered with braid trimmed th.. edge tionCastrowhipping
France, America and
of
tor, vs. Ira A. Abbott, juilKe of the Abbott.
colored linens over the closing and the same borThursday afternoon eases 1137 and will also have a share or popularity dered the bottom of the kin and England in the order named. Castro
Second Judicial dlhtrlct. respondent.
Vene-y.- u
surrounds It at knee depth. The waist seems to e the Tom Lawson of
In this case a preliminary writ of in 1 IMS. T. E. Hyde. Jr., and Marietta P. and come in ulaln. checked and me
shoulders
A.
Ab
la.
is
Elmer,
Judge
the
Ira
and
E.
over
the
J.
vs.
tucked
appellees,
Whe'herlll,
to
Junction directed
lange effects, also those in stripia
bolt by Judge Edward A. Mann to re appellant, and No. 1140, Territory of
proceeding
P.
vs.
from
appellee,
New
Mexico,
Joshua
train the former
further in the case involving title t Church, appellant, were argued and
the office of sheriff of Bernalillo coun submitted.
Supreme Clerk Jose D. Sena rety, was dissolved. Opinion by Chief
Justice William J. Mills. W. B. ( till ceived the report 1r- m the fcheriff of
Taos county in the hanging of John
ders A. P- McMlllen and E. W.
for the relator, and Neill U. Field Cor.ley for the murder of James Redmid Frank W. Clancy for the re ding.
The court adjourned at 12:45 p. m.
.iwindeut.
In No. 1118, Frauk A. Hubbell, ap to June 27, at 10 a. m.
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The new mohairs of the opening
season are much glorified members
of that family of fabrics.
The cream's and whites are 'the
leading favorites, and these are
barred with black lines, or formed
Into small or large checks. For street
wear the skirts are circular in form.
A dlsitnctively new feature is that
the coats to be worn with these
skirts are of a contrasting color and
fabric. A favorite model has stole
ciuis, the bolero at tho waist line being slashed.
The jacket Is edged
with, a lace, mellowed in tone to a
creaminess of the mohair.
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Nob. 1 and 2 show a late novelty
in the long silk, glovo. The increasing popularity of the. short sleeved
gown makes the long glove a neces
sary adjunct to the toilet;
This glove is in the mousquetaire
style, made in all delicate colors to
match different toilets, and is decorated with hand embroidery on the
back of the hand and has a deep
bund of same around the top.
rlhe glove Is so constructed that, it
may bo crushed down till the only
lcigth above the wrlstis shown in
the mbroidered band ; thus the glove
maj be used with any of the various
lengths of short sleeves worn.
No. 3 shows the heavy soft kid
automobiling glove. It has a soft
gauntlet and is held in at the wrist
with elastic.
No. 4 shows a popular style in
gloves for summer.
It
is of heavy white dogskin, one clasp,
and the back is heavily stitched In
color to match the costume with
which they are to be worn.

"What's the trouble with BltmmerY
He's p.U up in the nlr about
'Nothing except that they're short- "
A.

I,a.?

'l'f,

Yes, Blimmer hired a stenographer

and duint tell his partner and he
hired tne, too. And now they don't
know which one to fire."
Last call for the liar who has seen
John I). Rockefeller.

'ROUND THE CRACKER BARRELS.
Andy Tanner says his house is ao
hot he has to leave the doors opeu
every night, and sleep with a fan in
his hand, and then couldn't stand any
cover over him.
Come cn, "Coperas Breeches," ot
Petros, I like to read your pieces and
Come on,
also "Pumpkin Roller's."
"school Bo
of Red Hill, and also
"Union Girl," of So. Pittsburg.
A collar came to town Saturday, and
being asked some one said that Byron
Land was in it. I don't know about
that. It was a standing collar.
Carrie McNabb and Cyntha Smith
know how to get wood.
Boys, if you want to marry, go to
the mountain. I passed through Land's
chapel the other day and saw that the
girU had advertised for husbands.
They had advertisements on each gate-p:sPoor, foolish girls, if they hat!
just, sent them this way.
Mr. M Hartnian so'.d and delivered
' ' st week to parties
some bee.
'

t.

In

Chattanojh.

Charlie Hariinan w
tip to see his
best girl last Sunday.
Mrs. Ballenger and Mrs. Stephenson
visited the steam shovel one evening
la.st week.

SONS OF CONFEDERATES OF
ROS WELL ORGANIZE CAMP.

Tho Sons of Confederates met i"
Roswell, thp other day, says, the
Record, and organized a camp, to
Known as the Jeff Davis Camp. The
following
chosen:
were
officers
George M. Slaughter, commandant;
Col. J. W. Wilson, first lieutenant
commander; J. J. Rasco, second
commander; F. J. Beck, adjutant; Dr. R. L. Bradley, surgeon;
M. W. Fiuley, quartermaster; C. C.
chaplain;
Hill.
J. G. Hedgecoxe.
treasurer; Charles Brown, color sergeant; 11. T. Vermillion, historian.
The Daughters of Confederate Veterans of Roswell also organized a
camp, but no officers have yet been
chosen.
Constant reader It Is not at all
probable that William Jennings Bryan
will attend Emperor William's silver
wedding celebration.
lien-tena-
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Let Your Merchant Give You May
Othes3 Fitiour (Except Gold Com Flow
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Meat Market

M

The First Rose of Summer

fell.

'

J

seen In our Carprr Room
which Is replete with all that is
new and original in Design and
Colors of Carpets and Ruga.
o also carry a large line 01 samples and can have any size Rugs
made on shore notice.

-

i!
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PTiS'
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Both Phone
Sole

Cor. Coal and Second

Agen.e for Hoosier Kitchen
Cabinet.

Torture by Savages.
"Speaking of the torture- to which
some of the savage tribes lu the Phil
ippines subject their captives, reminds
me of the intense suffering I endured
for three months from inflammation
of the kidneys," says W. M. Sherman of Cushlng, Me. "Nothing helped
me until I tried Electric Hitters, three
bottles of which completely cured me.'
Cures liver complaint, dyspepsia. Wood
disorders and malaria; and restores
the weak and nervous to robust
by ail druggists.
Price

j

I

g

health-Guarantee-

50c.

DEEP THINKER.
"I hope there'll be no coal strike."
"So do I. nut if there isn't then
there'll be some other excuse for
raising the price of Ice next summer."
A

M

M

THiS CHANGE

M
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SE-

CURE BARGAINS IN

HARNESS
SADDLES
BRIDLES
LAP ROBES

AND ETC.

We are offering some very special prices on
this line of goods and it will certainly pay
you to get our prices before you buy

Albuquerque Hardware Company

M

M
M

H
M
M

NOTES

RAILROAD

2 came in about the same time.
The presence of five trains at. the station at one time caused no little confusion.

No.

Master Mechanic Hicks of the local SANTA. FE RAILROAD TO
Sunta Ke shops, yesterday received
USE INDIAN LABORERS.
a call from K. M. Gillmore of the Charles E. Dagenette, outing agent
company of Chicago, for the southwest, who has been in
manufacturers of asbestos products.
the city for a few days' visit with his
family, left last night for Rocky Ford,
One of the handsomest railroad Colo.,
souvenirs of the year is that sent out placingwhere a he goes to look after the
of
number of Indians at
by the traffic department
of the
beet fields for the Amer'Frisco. It Is a vest, pocket memor- work in the company.
Mr. Dagenette
andum book, with red leather cover ican Sugar
staled before leaving that he had
and gilt edges.
closed contracts for the supplying of
The remains of Herman Wolff, the Indian laborers to the Santa Fo Railbrakeman killed the other day at. San road company on its coast lines,
Bernardino, passed through here last which would give employment to a
night for Detroit. Mich., his old home, large number of the government's
where the remains will be interred. charges. He said that he would reMrs. Wolff and child accompanied the turn to New Mexico in about two
body.
weeks and establish the first camp
of Indian laborers on the Grand CanGeneral Manager J. E. Hurley of yon line,
will
be composed
the Santa Fe, Western Superintend- chiefly of which
Moqui and Navajo Indians,
ent Parker, and several other officials other camps to be established later
who have been in Kl Paso attending on,
Mr. Dagenette states, over
the opening of the new union depot 1.200 until,
will be at work for the
there, are expected in Albuquerque Santa Indians
Fe.
some time today or this evening.
Johns-Manvil-

Always Keeps Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy in His House.
"We would not bo without Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. It is kept on
hand continually in our home," says
W. W. Kearney, editor of the Independent, Lowry City, Mo. That is
Just what every family should do.
Wihen kept at hand peady for instant
use, a cold may Ik? checked at the outset and cured in much less time than
after it has become settled in the
system. This remedy is also without
a peer for croup in children, and will
prevent the attack when given as soon
as the child becomes hoarse, tu even
after the croupy cough appears, which
can ,cnly be done when the remedy is
kept at hand. For sale by all druggists. .
o
Congressman Lloyd's bill to limit a
man's fortune to 10.00n,0u0 Is al)
right and if It becomes a law we'll
obey it.

UNIVERSITY NOTES
The girls' and boys' basket ball
teams will be entertained by F'rof.
and Mrs. Hodgln and President TUcht
this evening.

le

m

Eevening

Yesterday, The

Citizen

stated that Resident Engineer Arey
had been transferred from Williams

to San Bernardino. It. In now understood, in this connection, other transfers were made, as follows: W. H.
Oliver, to bo resident engineer
at
Needles; E. E. Bell to be resident engineer at Williams. These changes
to date from March 1st.
A freight train of forty-on- e
cars,
loaded with celery and citrus fruit,
from southern California, is due here
this afternoon, and another train,
loaded with the same "perishables,"
will reach the city some time tonight.
Roth trains will be
here, and
then proceed on east. The traffic in
fruit and vegetables from southern
California has been quite heavy the
past week or two, atul from now until th 5 close of the early season, the
railroad officials will be kept busy,
running eastward fast freight trains.
m

m

m

re-ic-

The Arkansas City, Kan., Traveler

says: Engineer George Rain is in receipt of an annual pass over the eastern grand division of the Santa Fe,
from General Manager J. E. Hurley.

The pass is given him because he
has finished his thirty years of ser-

vice in the employ of the road. The
pass will be made out new each year.
There is only one other man on the
Oklahoma division who has such a
pass and that is conductor Al Glazier,
who runs from Newton to Purcell.
There are only about twenty men on
the entire eastern grand division who
hold these passes.
WRECK

OF TRAIN

NO. 4

"BOMS"

SYSTEM

IS

BRINGING BETTER

SERVICE

INDIVIDUAL

EFFORT SYSTEM IS
RESPONSIBLE
FOR
CUTTING
DOWN
OF SANTA
FE
SHOP
FORCES.

According to a railroad man who
has been in a position to know, the
recent cutting down of the force of
mechanics at the local shops was due
to the "bonus" or individual system,
recently adopted by the Santa Fe,
which has brought about what the officials of the road term, "better serv-

Last. Monday morning, the University enjoyed a visit from Hon. lssac
Mr. Hart
Bart of St. .Johns, Ariz.
epoke to the students at the assembly
period.

and Salt Meats.
Sausage Factory.

Steam

EMIL KLEINWORT.

QrifewDoar
No other legitimate business
proposition on earth will guarantee you such big profits.
If you buy bonds, or put your
money in Savings Banks, you
can get at the most only 4 per
cent.
IF YOU DEPOSIT YOUR
MONEY WITH
US, YOU
GET 12 PER CENT ON
EVERY DOLLAR.

VARNISHE3 AND
BRUSHES.
Leather. Harness, Saddles, Lap
Robes,
HorRe
Blankets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leak. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
109 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE
Established in 1882

r. G.

PRATT , CO.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekin &. Co.'s Coffees. Im
boden's Granite Flour.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

Hillsboro Creamery

Butter

Best on

Eanh.

We do not deal in stocks or
speculate in any way. Our in
vestments are sound and secure.
Your money is absolutely safe.
In dealing with us you do
business with a regularly incorporated company.
BANK REFERENCES.
Mention this paper and write
today for complete information.

Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.
214 South Second Street.

B. A. SLCYSTCR
INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

.JOHNSON

A. D.

FOUND AT LAST

Woelens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our already well equipped laundery a machine with which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them thev
are Just like new. if other laundries ahrlnk them, bring them to us
and we will straighten them out for you.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

tie Fay
Los

A IAA Y

for your vehicles and harness when
you can buy them at home end see
what you are getting, and we are
right here to stand by them.

Building

Angel,

"ReBlc?o?gP0g.s,

DON'T SEND

LOS ANGELES CITY REALTY CO.

California

LOW PRICES

President Garrison of Butler Col
wind mill, ranch pumps
lege, Indianapolis, with his father and and8ampion
supplies and horse-powe- r
pumpmother, visited the University
on
outfits.
Wednesday. In a brief address to ing
the students, he emphasized the value Auto. Phone 308, Colorado Red 131.
of an education in the
cul
ture subjects, as well as In the more
practical studies.
.
4
11
Doctors Are Puzzled.
The remarkable recovery of Kenneth
Mclver of Vanceboro, Me., is the subject of much Interest to the medical
fraternity and a wide circle of friends.
He says of his case: "Owing to severe
inflammation of the throat and congestion of the lungs, three doctors
gave me up to die, when, as a last resort, 1 was Induced to try Dr. King's
New Discovery and I am happy to say,
it. saved my life."
Cures the worst
coughs and colds, bronchitis, tonsill-tis- ,
PRESERVE YOUR HEALTH
weak lungs, hoarseness and la
Kep warm ndnjoy thfcotrl
grippe. Guaranteed at all drug stores.
days bjr w curing
t
50c and Jl.uO. Trial bottle free.
t

General Building SappUcs

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette
IT IS NOW TIME FOR YOU TO
THINK ABOUT PLEASURE
and you should look over our very
large new stock of the latest style Car.
riages, Buggies, Driving Road Wagons,
etc., Saddles and Harness.
SPECIAL LOW PRICES' NOW.

(tortcct-tHtiutf-

tftilor-mad-

nsf

Frost King
tr Frost Queen
Chamois Vest

NEW SPRING HATS.

Everybody Invited to Look Through
Our Large Three Floor Repository.

I

Ma rift of chamois, reinforced
with flutmol lijfht.eoftandoom.
fortabte.
Like everything le In thl
ftoro,the vent am guaranteed
10 sire vntim aat Ufactioiu
Trie. 93.00
F011 Balk By

J. KORBER
ALBUQUERQUE.
iWE HOLD

UP THE

IDEA

Druct Co.

than inferior attention to the matter

fair price will satisfy more customers

in hand Jobs secured by promises of
economy. At any rate that's how wo
do plumbing the best that in ua lies.
If you believe our oldest patrons you
will ask us for an estimate the next
time you want anything done In our
line.

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Room

Ely's Cream Balm
This Remedy is a Specific,

MEXICO.

FRONT STORE.
W. Railroad Ave.
Both phones.
BLUE

iffy..

& CO.,

NEW

that meritorious materials and painstaking workmanship In plumbing at a

The Williams
117

17.

N. T. Armljo Building.

TOri

& GRA

Ol

Both 'Phones:
matic, 671.

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,

Grain and Fuel.
Hue line of Imported Wines, Liquors OOOCKXXXXXOOCXXXXXOCOCOO
and Cigars. Place your orders for
CIVES RELIEF AT ONCE.
WE GIVE
this line with us.
!t clonnse, soothes, brnU, and protects the!
You hest satisfaction
In
mill
diseased ir.uiubriiuo. It cures Catarrh nml
NORTH THIRD STREET.
work.
irivcs awny n. Culd in tln Ib'ud jniokly.
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
licstores tbo Bruges cf Taste mid SmeiL KXXX300COC)OOC)OOOOOOOOOCXX)e)
to nte. I'nutHiiis no ir.pm.ms drugs.
Ammrlemn Block
Corrlllom
8K)OOOOOOOOC)OC)000000000000I
Appltd into the nostril1.) innl absorbed.
CO e":t
Lun:- - Siz,-Mt I'ruagLsts or by
mail j Trial Ki.e, 10 ctiutri tjy muiL
(F
riRE
eiy eniiTHERS. ib wirron St.: njw nrk!
INSURANCE.
Secretary Mutual Building
Office at T. C. Baldrldges
yard.
STEAM
CARPET
CLEANING
COKE - MILL WOOD
THORNTON T ho Clamnor
IYI.
Cleans everything.
DRAGOIE
He is the
KINDLING
Furniture Man. Moving, packIn
Dealers
ing and shipping, unpacking and
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
setting up, and Is no upstart at
the business. There Is no oth- - i
Groceries, Clgara and Tobacco, and
er Just Thornton. Both 'phones.
all kinds of Fresh Meat. '
DOTH 'PHONES
737 South Walter Street.
300 North Broadway, Corner ol Washington Arenue. ALBUQUERUK.N. M.
OCOCXDOCODCOOOOCOOOOCXDOOO

&

Colo., Red 284; Auto-

T. A.

Sure to Give Satisfaction.

Lucero

7

The "bonus" system of pay for me- Always, Rem ember the Full .Nam
chanics is a slight improvement over y axative Rromo
the piece work system. It holds out
Criptii 2 Day
extra pay for the rapid workman and Cures a Cold bi One Day,
still provides that the slow, yet first-clas- s
en every
workman shall receive a reguboa. 25c
lar scale of wages, thus meeting the
approval of the employes as well as
securing better service for the road.
According to this railroad man, it
has also played iiavoc with the em- ployes, working many ct them out of
a job. At the local shops under the
new system, 700 men are doing the
same work that S00 men were doing
sMul

Qt

COML
Per Ton

,

A. E. WALKER,

$6.00

t

UP TO DATE SIGNS
208 WEST SILVER AVE,

IP YOU WISH TO EAT a good:
lunch and enchiladas on the Mexican
style, go to South Third street, corner
of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will he
served promptly at any hour of the
nlghL Prices will he from 2Ec to 30c.

M. GRENADINO & CO.
N. PEACH & CO.
REAL ESTATE DEALERS

W.H.Hahn&Co

V''VSJS

aeiffiBlK jOBZSXiS.

ff

K&B&SBhk

cygraBw

rfgntiff?

.sfcgoihv

r8

Automatic 'phone, 6S5. Office,
West Gold Avenue.

--

egs

msssmn.

208

85

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

HCi-RDELAY
OF
TWELVE
BRINGS FIVE TRAINS INTO LO-- ,
CAL STATION AT ONE TIME.

Located on the Belen

The confusion that has prevailed In
the bundling or westbound Santa Fe
Mains the past twenty-fou- r
hours, was
caused by No. 4 going In the ditch
at Floyd, Mo., a small station near
l.exing'on.
The east bound limited
jumped tne track and rolled down a
twenty five loot embankment,
Imr
si range to say, passengers and train
crew escaped serious injury. The
clearing of the wreck caused about
twelve hours delay in trains.
Train No. 9 reached the city about
4 o'clock
this morning. No. 1 followed
about three hours later, and No. 7
station at 9
howled Into the local
o'clock. On account of having to
u No. 7. train No. 9
wait for mail
did not continue, its Journey toward
171
Paso until 9:30 this morning.
The northbound El Paso train No.
In was also lute, arriving at 8:25, and

of The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

&

Santo

re

Railway

.2ls3 is 81 miles south of Albuquerque,

N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town aod Improvement Company Own the Bclcn Townsite
Of

1,000

business snd residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; publls school houis, costchurches, Commercial club; a population of 1.500 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 160 barrels dally; large winery: three hotels,
restaursnts, etc. Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool. Hour, wheat, wine, beans and hay In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estlmsted

ing

t

816.000;

ALL

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

The lots offered are In the center of the city, well graded, (many 0f them Improved by cultivation)
coal and wood yard, drug store, harness shop, etc , etc. Also a
s
modern hotel.

;

GO OVER

no sand or gravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EA8T AND WEST. NORTH AND 8QUTH.
We need a

first-clas-

s

bakery, tailor shop, shoe house. Jeweler, plumbing shot, planing mtil.

first-clas-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON. EASY PAYMENT8; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO 8ECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

USE

GOLD COIN
FLOUR.
?

j'."V.';

X

jl

JOHN BECKER, President
saraa,.

4)

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

'

A

EASY TERMS

Albuquerque
Carriage Co
corner First and Tijtrt Road.

It was a complete surprise, and Prof,
and Mrs. Hodgln were heartily congratulated upon their originality.

,Miss Parsons gave an interesting
address to the students yesterday
morning, describing, in her usual
vivid manner, "The Mississippi South
Sea Bubbles" and other financial
John
monstrosities.
Law,
John
Blunt and Conrad Gesner were taken
as representing these wild schemes.

ice."

CAUSED MUCH CONFUSION

:ortn Third Street

Thos. F. Kclchcr
PAINTS, OILS,

contest,
The annual declamatory
In all the new and popular styles,
held in Elks' ball room, last Tuesday $2.50 to $3.00. Simon Stern, the Railnight, resulted as follows: C. M. road Avenue Clothier.
Horton, first; J. R. Tascher, second.
There were ten contestants, each one
winning merited applause.

Prof, and Mrs. Hodgin entertained
the Ten Dons, at the Casa del Mesa,
fast Wednesday evening. A unique
feature of the dinner was an electric
fountain, playing in the center of the
large, round table. Later, after the
reading and discussion of Dr. Hope's
paper on "Things Worth While," the
lions were treated to a surprise, when
the dining room dflors were again
opened, this time revealing the wives
of the members, seated at the table.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

All Kinds of Fresh
Masonic Building,

previous to Its Introduction, and
though these 70 are receiving more
money per man than before, the sav
ing for the road is also considerable.
It is reported that the "bonus" system has worked the same effect at
every shop on the Santa Ke where It
has been installed. It Is also reported that the man who is at the head
of the corps of experts employed in
stalling It receives a salarv equal to
that of a life Insurance rfflelal.

SaWPUNaWM

THIRD STREET

FL

MM

PAGE SEVEN

WM. M..BERGER, Secretary
osfiEiS'jMSBBh

R
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PERSONAL
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WEST RAILROAD

DAY AND WEATHER.

AYE

Fair and warmer tonight.

wi mer.

partly cloudy and

Some Shoe Sense

Sun rose 6:29 and aet 5:56, giving

n

a flay of
hours ar.d 27 minutes,
The moon will rite in the morning at
12:51. The last day of the week, Saturday, waa nanled for the Roman god

Saturnua, at waa also the planet Sat
urn. On this ay in 1817, the terrl
tory of Alabama was organized, to be
admitted to statehood only two years
and nine months thereafter. On this
same day in 1845 Florida was ad
mitted to statehood. There was but
little wind, today, and the tempera
ture was much warmer than yester
day.

Every shoe Is advert ined to bo the liest and cheapest. It Is so easy to
claim everything. Our message to you is thai ours is a dependable Shoe
store where exact and even Justice Is done to every customer. We do
not perform miracles or sell $".00 shoes for $1.99, but we do carry a complete stock and give good service tj everybody. Take one chance on us
and w e we sure you will come again.

j0o6cxxxx XXXXXXXOJOOOOOO

REPORT OF TRAINS.
The 4 o'clock report of the Santa
Fe passenger trains is as follows:

to
to
'....$1.00 to
$1.75
$1.25

$4.00
$4.00
$2.75
50 to $1.25

Men's Shoes from
Women's Shoes and Slippers
Shoes r.r Hoys and Girls
Shoes for BaMes

At 4:20 p. ni.
At 9:30 p. m.
First No. 7 At 11 p. m.
Second No. 7 At 11:1a p. in.
No. 9 At 1 a. in.
No. ft On time.
No. 4 On time.
No.
No.

jvjuOOOOCXXX0000

JOCXXx.

Sunday,

3
1

Best and Cheapest.
Is in

the city

from

Belen.

New Goods
tfeifi&Wtfai .'1
w

!

t-

'

'

Jt!3fi!

"

are oelng constantly received, which
sures our customers receiving per- Pertly fresh articles. We handle only
tlie best and moat reliable brands of
every kn('
f00 products, and sell
prices.
them at ted-roc-

KMT

i::

'10CHfliA

'

F. F. TROTTER
Nob. 118 and 120

South Second St

T. Y. Maynard

Geo. W. Hickox

The Hickox Maynard Go.
--

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
NICEST

IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE

THE BEST.

OUR WATCH REPAIRING

AND

OPTICAL

AND

DE-

PARTMENTS IN CHARGE OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICATIONS. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS BY MAIL, AND
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

South Second Street

The Arch Front
atfKBHi

. . .

just in . . :

w hitman's Candies
bon-bon-

pur.

J, H. 0R1ELLY CO, Druggists

Barnett Building

SMre'

Lumber,

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders promptly Filled.
First and Marquette,

CO.

LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE
-

Albuquerque, N. M.
THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

Judge I. II. McMlllen, of Socorro.
Is registered at the Alvarado.
Colonel W. S. Hopewell wa a pas
senger for Santa Fe this morning.
This evening, by express, there will
arrive here, from Denver, a fine driv
ing horse for W. M. Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Huckel, of the
Harvey curio and news department,
arrived frjm the east this morning.
Mr. and Mrs. George h. Brooks are
now at Chicago. They are scheduled
to return to the city the last of next
week.
of
C. J. Crandell, miperlntendent
the Santa Fe Indian school, Is in the
city on business pertaining to Bchcoi
matters.
Patrick Trncv was found guilty In
police court this morning and fined
.
Tracy was charged with intoxi
cation.
A base ball game is In progress at
Traction Park this afternoon, between
the city high school team and a team
from the Indian school.
David Farr, the cattleman, left this
morning for his home at Magdalena,
after a visit in the city with his
brothers, William and David.
W. Y. Walton, Roderick Stover,
Harry Benjamin and George Thomas
formed a party of hunters who left
this morning for ducks at Sabina'..
R. E. Yontz, the popular Jeweler
and watch repairer of Gallup, after
a day's stay In the territorial me
to Gallup last
tropolis, returned
night.
Ellsworth Ingalls, special attorney
In New Mexico from the department
of justice. Washington, D. C, went to
Sun Marcial this morning on official
business.
Mrs. RoUtrt Taylor left this morning for her home at Estancla, after a
pleasant visit in the ct;y with her sister, Mrs. F. H. Romero, of the Grand
Central hotel.
If the weather conditions are favorable, tomorrow, Sheriff Perfecto
who has lieen seriously ill with
pneumonia, will be discharged from
the St. Joseph sanitarium.
.loo Padilla, saloon keeper and deputy sheriff In the Zunl woods, left
today for that locality, after turning
over tns prisoner, Victor Tellos, to
Sheriff Baca, of Valencia county.
Tomorrow tho First Regiment band
will give a free conceit in the Casino
building, at Traction Park, following
the usual custom established some
time ago, of giving regular Sunday
concerts.
Mrs. Frank W. Parker came up from
I.as Cruces this morning to meet Judge
Frank Parker, who came down from
Santa Fe, where he had been attending supreme court, as associate Justice from the Third district.
The local wool scouring mill will
open next week for a two weeks' run
cleaning up the early clip. The mill
will then shut down until the mtddlp
of April, when the bulk of the New
Mexico clip will arrive to be cleaned.
The Phoenix dry goods store Is
closed today out of respect to the
memory of Samuel Schutz, who passed away at El Paso last night at 6
o'clock. Mrs. B. Spitz, wife of one of
the proprietors of tho store, Is a.
daughter of the deceased.
George Leamard, of the firm of
Learnard & l.indemtinn, music dealers, was a passenger this morning on
delayed train No. 9 for San Marcial.
He was accompanied by Fred Fisher,
and they will do a little duck shooting down the river valley tomorrow.
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. LucUsinger. who
have been at Phoenix, during the
past couple of months, have returned
to the city, and will remain fo" RJU
time. Mr. Luckslnger is a great ad
i

Ar-nii- j:,

The finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
the purest of the
healthy and wholesome. Chocolates and

We Invite

mirer f liorseflesh. and while at
Phoenix h purchased a pacing filly,
with a fine record. The animal was
brought along with him. and he will
capture the blue ribbon In any kind of
a race against the animals owned by
Otto Merger and T. J. Shinnlek.
Claud Schliitt, who tins been assistant foreman of the local shops,
left this morning for his home ai Buffalo, N. Y. The position of assistant
foreman has been abolished and
rather thau tnke some Inferior position. Mr. Schlott returned to Ills
old home to seek a new field of labor.
Deputy United States Marshals W.
H. Forbes and George Kaseinan returned to the city this morning, the
former coming from Alamogonlo and
the latter from San Francisco, where
he took three Chinamen, a week ago,
for deportation. Mr. Forbes was serving papers at Alamogordo.
Edward Ilarsch, of the Harsca Bottling works, left thls morning for
Floydetta. Texas, where he Is called
Mr. Harsch nas a
on land matters.
forty mile drive across the country to
make on reaching Floydetta, and expects to be absent from the city a
week or ten days.
In yesterday's Citizen It was stated
that W. Allison will soon erect a
eight-rooresilience at the
corner of West Silver avenue and
Seventh street. The residence will
be buib. it Is true, but by Hugh
Allison, and The Citizen understands
that when completed it will be one of
the nicest In the Third ward.
The Dixie Carnival company, who
have been "showing" here the past
two weeks, leave tomorrow for a
Mr.
week's sjand at Santa Fe.
Thompson, the manager, states that
the showa .wer very well patronized during their stay here, with the
exception of the past two or three
days, during which the cold, windy
weather kept, people away.
Charles T. Russell, who has been
here the past three months, visiting
hiH sister, Mrs. Posey, will leave to
night for Seattle, Wash., and on June
1st, or rather the fffst steamer leav
ing that city for Aluska, Mr. Russell
will take passage for Nome, where
ho Is Interested in mining. The gen
tleman has many friends here, who
hope he will strike It rich in Alaska,
and return before tho end of 1900 a
capitalist.
Cases filed with the district clerk
today are entitled:
Alonzo B. Mc
Mlllen and Levi R. Thompson vs. the
Santa Fe Railroad company. The
plaintiff prays that the court decree
against an adverse claim made by the
railroad company to a plot of ground
It the junction of Carroll avenue and
the Santa Fe tracks. Totl & Gradl
vs. M. Gargoura is the other case.
The defendant in this nctlon has confessed judgment.
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THIS FLOUR HAS BEEN SOLD
TWENTY YEARS IN ALBUQUERQUE AND IS THE BEST SOFT
WHEAT FLOUR ON THE MARKET
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THE BIRDSELL WAGON

I

"THE WORLD'S BEST."

V

DONT FORGET
DINNER AT THE
TAURANT
TOMORROW,
NOON TILL 3 P. M.

NEW DOUGLAS SHOES

EXCHANGED

AND

4

of new fancy shapes, colors and designs. Featuring tho new Spring Patent Leather Tarn O'Shantcr
and (!olf Caps at 7.rie.
A host

ON
CO.

Chicken and dumplings at the
lumbus for Sunday dinner.

THE NEW STYLES IN

BOYS' CAPS

CANS.
CANS

sens, aces tiiiiee to fifteen
y
$4 to $7.60

o

GARBAGE

joys'

j

at the Columbus,

FOR GOOD. 8TRONG

1908

Two and three Pieces, singlo ami double breasted in
(til the fancy coWs and new fancy shapes of the
eastern
markets.

Notice to Property Owners.
The law makes it the duty of every
person, firm or corporation owning
or having any Interest In real estate
or other property on the first day of
March, to see that such property is
properly listed for taxation on the
assessment rolls. "Property returns
are now being received : the assessor's office. In the court house.
GEO. F. ALBRIGHT,
Assessor.
dinner

SPRING,

V

FROM

J. W. Masters,
HOME SUPPLY CO.
118 Gold Ave.

Fine Saturday night lunch, free to
all patrons, at the White Elephant tonight.
.,
,

"ARNOLDS BEST" HIGH PATENT
FLOUR MAKES TEETH, BONE AND
MUSCLE.
COC)COCXXXXXIOC)Ca300CXXXXX?
USE

GOLD COIN
FLOUR.

THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.

WHITNEY COMPANY!

OOOOOOOOOCXXXXXOOOOOOOGG
113-115-1-

One of the best Saturday
free
lunches at the White Elephant this
evening. All Invited.

South First Street
North First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New Mexico and Arizona.
401-40- 3

17

Write for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements

THINKERS, ATTENTION!
Don't fail to hear Dr. J. H.
Sunday, March 4th, at the
of the New Christian church.
Gold and Broadway. He is one of the
most progressive religious thinkers in
America and an eloquent speaker.

The largest stock west of Kansas City.
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LADIES' RIDING GLOVES.
In Imrk. Guaranteed. Simon Stern,
the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
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TOE GUM, AT RUPPE'S.
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CANS.

SEE WHITNEY

of YANOW, the Railroad Ave. Pawnbroker, who Is telling Diamond at
pledge prices, paying no attenjon to the recent 100 per cent raise
on them. HE INVITES INSPECTION AND COMPARISON.
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WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto Phone, 718.
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BOYS' SUITS
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Chicken
tomorrow.
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We're surt
to havi just what
you want and we'll
elivcr them
promt ty. Phono u.s.
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WANTED One or two riding ponies.
State price and where same can bo
seen. Address "Jones," P. O. box
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WE ARE THE EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS OF THIS HAT WHICH
IN STYLE, FINISH AND LIGHTNESS PRICE $5.00.
ALL THE LATEST
EXCELLS
NOVELTIES IN NEW SOFT HATS FOR SPRING, $2.50 to $4.00.
IS NOW ON SALE

SATURDAY, MARCH 3, 1906.

Black Cat Stockings look nicer,
fit better and above all wear longer
than any other brand. This has been
proven by years of practical demon
All sizes for men. women
stration.
and children from 15c to BOe, at C.
May's Shoe Store. 314 West Railroad avenue.
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Don't Forget to Use
FAMOUS GOLD COIN FLOUR.
Walter (roelie
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TOOLS
IRON
CORRUGATED
BARBED WIRE
FENCE STAPLES

CARPENTERS'

21 5 West Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

-

NEW , MEXICO
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